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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
ONE DOLLAR:A YEAR
TRIAL FOR MURDER
IMPORTANT CASE BEGINS
AT DIXON.
Officials of the Mine Work-
ers Union Are the
Defendants.
The trial of J. D. Wood, Kit Bar-
naby and Sam Chappel is on in the
Webster circuit court at Dixon on
charges of complicity in the murder
committed in the Providence battle
of Sunday morning, Nov. 17, 1901,
when a band of unionists attacked
the employes of the Providence Coal
company about 4 o'..dook.
A large number of witnemese sub-
poenaed on both sides, had 'arrived
at Dixon last evening, and before the
day.* session had adjourned six ju-
rors bad been selected.
The three men to tie tried are offic-
ials of the United Mine Workers of
Amaries• Woad was diatriet presi-
dent at the time of the battle referred
to and has been elected national
beard !member. Barnaby was then
Tiee-pteekdeat and is preskident.
Chapp.r, who is a negro and an old
Lathan fighter, has all along been a
natignal organizer and a trusted ad-
viser anitlfautenant of the other of-
debits !mentioned.
During the time of violence, raids
bad armed camps in Hopkins county,
Cbappel was always well to the
front, sad in fact through the nine-
teen months when more than two
hiendred thousand dollars were spent
In the alert to unionise Hopkins,
Christian aud Webster counties.
'Wood and Barnaby have been un-
der $4,000 bond each and Chappel
nader 12.000 bend for appearance at
this term of court. The prosecution
claims to have a very strong ease
amil did not disclose it when motion
toe bell was made some months ago.
FOUR ECLIPSES.
Two of Sun and Two of the
Moon.
There will be four eclipses in the
year 1906, two of the sun and two of
the moon, as follows:
1. An annular eclipse of the sun
Marsh MI, visible as a small partial
melee on the Pacific eoast of North
America near sunset.
S. A partial eclipse of the moon on
the evening of April 11, and morning
of the 120, visible in eastern United
States at the rising of the moon, the
IDOPO riming with We eclipse on.
S. A total eclipse of the sun Sep-
tember 21. visible as a small partial
eclipse on the eastern coast of South
Africa; invisible here.
l.A partial eclipse of the moon
Gibber 6 and 6. The eclipse begin.,
at the setting of tbe moos on the
Pastas west of the United. 3tates,
and Is therefore invisible in the
United Bestows, eseept In our Pacific
pesseasious.
COUNSEL RETAINED
To Fight That Injunction
Suit.
ttipeolal to New Era.)
sylLANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 4.-Sec-
rotary Haly, of the Democratic State
Bsaentive committee, announces
that ledge W. 8. oryor, of this city;
the Hon. Lewis MeQuowu, of Bowl-
ing Green, and Judge John A. Ful-
ton, ofBardstown,have been retained
by direction of Chairman Young to
rypresent the committee in the in-
junction suit filed a week ago by
Osenniaitteenian Charles M. Meacham
to ralltrale it from holding a primary
thrmiiisout Kentucky on May 9 next
for the nemination of candidates for
state pawls.
DUNCAN GIVES BAIL
Special to New Era)
PITTSBURGH, Pa., Dec. 4.-Dr.
Ellis Duncan was released today on
$20.000 bail
WASHINGTON NEWS.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 4.-
Charles Henry Butler, of the New
York bar, haa been appointed report-
er of the United States supreme
(mart.
The house committee on judiciary
which is considering two measures
for the regulation of trusts, will pro-
bably maks a report before the holi-
day recess. The committee is giving
special attention to Representative
Littlefield's bill providing for public
reports by corporations and imposing
a tax on any such whose capital
stock is not fully paid up.
The generai deficiency appropria-
tion bill, containing Kentucky's civ-
il war in,,erest elaim of 1.326,000, will
probablypot be acted on by congress
before February 16.
glAn increased appropriation for
government expenses for the fiscal
year of 1904 is asked by Secretary
of the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw
in his aniiiini rep o t. T h e
available cash balance on hand
including the gold reserve, is the
greatest in the ,ountry's history. An
ingress. is Imports of over $83,000,000
sad a assess v. in exports of oer
9100,000,000 during the last fiscal year
:PA* noted in the report.
••• •
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COMMITTEE NAMED'USEFUL UR ENDED
TO COOPERATE WITH EX-
HIBIT ASSOCIATION
Prominent and Progressive
Citizens Will Undertake
The Important Work.
Messrs. C. J. Jarrett, E. M. Flack
and George C. Long, Major E. B
Bassett, Judge W. T. Fowler and
Prof. William H. Hivrison have been
appointed by President A. Y. Ford
rwthe Christian county committee
is cooperate with the Kentucky Ex-
hibit association in raising fundsand
securing exhibits for the state's
proper display at the great St. Louis
lair. Wiser selections could not
hats been made. These are gentle-
men of elide influence and public
spirit and are sure to accompliell
with splendid success anything they
set out te do.
In the Louisiana Purchase expo-
sition at St. Louis, in 1904, is offered
the opportunity to show the word
what Kentucky has. There lies a
chance to put the state to the fore-
front for what she really is.
While, not wishing to snuff the
the candlelight of primitive days or
wipe out one iota of sentiment that
clusters around the illustrious past,
still there is a New Kentucky that
is overshadowing all else. The rays
of a twentieth century sun are break-
ing through the state's roof.
For the purpose of presenting to
the world a true picture of the New
Kentucky, the Kentucky Exhibit
Association has been organised. The
failure of the general assembly,at its
last session, to make an appropria-
tion for a Keutucky building and a
full display of Kentucky's products
and resources at this Universal Ex-
position left the state without a leg
to stand on in the great race for
statehood commercial and industrial
supremacy. Public-spirited citizens
have undertaken to supply the state
in this emergeacy not only with legs
to stand on, but with wing-tipped
sandals so it may be more fleet of
foot than sister commonwealths.
And there is reason to believe that
Kentucky Is to have a better build-
ing and a better exhibit than if the
money for Wpm came from the state's
treasury rather than directly from
the many different interests deeply
concerned in giving a new setting of
material prosperity to the Old Ken-
tucky Home.
Thoroughly Democratic.
When men or newspapers calling
themselves Democrats raise a great
hue and cry because a Democratic
committee calls a Democratic pri-
mary election to nominate candi-
dates for office, there la evidently
some disease in the body politic.
Some mistake might be made or
some wrong might be done in formu-
lating the rules of a primary, afford-
ing every sovereign voter high or
low, an opportunity to express his
device, is undemocratic. We con-
fess that the ideas we have so long
entertained about Democracy are
erroneous and nothing short of re-
generation will set us right.-Crit-
tenden Press.
Resigns Pastorate.
The West Point, Va.. Plain Dealer
says:
"Rev. L. D. Bass, D. D., surprised
the Baptist people of Archilies by
offering his resignation. He has been
offered 61,600 and parsonage. While
the Baptist church there has a mem-
bership of 6)0 and could well afford
to pay Dr. Bass just as much, yet it
is not on account of finances, but ed-
cations' advantages for his children
that induce him to leave. Mrs. Bass
is a universal favorite with every-
one, she is a descendant of ChiefJus-
tiee and Governor Rutledge of South
Caroline."
Rev. Dr. Bass is a brother of Mr.
0. L. !WS of this city.
PLASTER DESIGNS
Wanted by the Goebel Mon-
ument Commission.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 4.-The
Goebel Monument Commission,
which was called to meet here for
the purpose of awarding the contract
for the erection of a monument to
the memory o/ the dead governor,
again postponed action, this time un-
til April 7 of next year. Though it
had been announced that action
would be taken today on designs al-
ready submitted, all of these designs
were rejected, and it was announced
that new bidders must submit plea-
ter models. The rejected designs will
be reproduced in plaster and again
submitted to the commission.
DR. FENNER'S
KIDNEY and
Backache
gadder, Urinary Organs.
eartDiseass.Graval.
All diseases of Kidneys,
ltheumatirin, Back
acho,H 
Dropsy, Tamale Troubles.
DEATH RELIEVES MR
WILLIAM'S SUFFERINGS.
Passes Away Afteran illness
of Several Months'
Duration.
Mr. Joseph H Williams, ore of
Christian county's best citizens,died
Wednesday morning, 2 o'clock at,his
home near Pembroke. The end Was
not unexpected. Mr. Williams had
been ill for several months from a
complication of diseases resulting
from a severe attack of typhoid fever.
He had teen sinking gradually for
several days, and yesterday after.
noon word was received here that
the end was but .t question of a few
houre.
Mr. Williams' death causes gen-
eral ,sorrow. He was one of the
most valuable and influential citi-
zens of the community in which he
lived, and he leaves a vacancy in
the social, business and religious cir-
cles that will not soon be filled. He
was man of affairs and besides farm-
ing on extensive scale was interested
financially in several other business
enterprises. He was public-spiri*
and enterprising and leaves a good
estate. Mr. Williams was about fif-
ty years of age. Besides his grief-
stricken wife, who before her mar-
riage was Miss Lizzie Holland, he
leaves three children, John Williams
and Misses Ethel and Annie Wil-
liams. The deceased was a consci-
entious Christian and a useful mem-
ber of the Baptist church.
Funeral services will be held to-
morrow morning at 10:30 o'clock,
conducted by the Rev. Mr. Bond, 01
the Baptist church, and the remains
will be interred in the Pembroke
cemetery.
Things of Beauty.
Moayon's stock of Jackets, Cloaks,
and Monte Carlos IOW carefully sI-
iected, and for style and comfort the
garments are unequalled in this city.
HORSE THIEF JAILED.
Claims Christian County as
His Home.
An °Woo, Tenn., paper says:
J. Munroe, who was committed to
jail in Union City on the charge of
attempting to steal Steve Harris'
horse and buggy, was given a hear-
ing before Squire Sacra, and com-
mitted to jail in default of WO bond.
Munroe now claims to be from Chris-
tian county, Kentucky, instead of
Springfield, Ill., as at first. He says
he left home a week ago, went to
Memphis, and that the day before he
took the horse and buggy he was in
Obion. Sheriff Chiles says that
Munroe was not near as drunk as he
pretended to be, and that it is his
opinion that the prisoner is wanted
elsewhere. When he was arrested
by Mathis he offered the officer $1.0
to turn him loose.
DR. BRADLEY'S PLUM
Former Hopkinsville Man
Made Live Stock Inspector.
The general council in joint ses-
sion last night elected Dr. Samuel A.
Bradley live stock inspector for the
ensuing term of two years. Mr.
Fred E. Hoerter was chosen assist-
ant. Each election was unanimous,
the expected opposition of Dr. A. D.
Eisenman to Dr. Bradley not devel-
oping, Dr. Bradley is an experienc-
ed veterinary surgeon, and has an
acquaintance extending all over the
city. He will give bond and enter
on his duties at once, succeeding Dr.
C. A. Miller, who was named two
years ago by the Republican general
council. This position pays $1,200 a
year.-Louisville Courier-Journal.
IN sus DEFENSE
Lad Kills a Negro In Trigg
County.
James Bruce, a white boy, about
fifteen years old, killed a negro boy
named Bradley, about the same age.
Guier's Spring, seven miles west of
Cadiz. Young Bruce was at the
spring, when three negro boys came
along on the opposite side of the
branch and began cursing him and
daring him across the spring branch,
and upon his refusal to go, saying he
was not going to fight all three of
them, they crossed to where he was
and one of them hit the white boy
and *knottier one grabbed him around
the waist, when young Bruce stuck
his knife in the side of the one that
had hold of him.
Bruce then broke loose and ran to
a sawmill, about 100 yards awayi
two of the negroeme following ilia
with sticks. After going about 100
yards the boy that was cut fell ex-
hausted and the will hands protected
the white boy from the other negroes,
who were threatening to kill him.
The negro died in about thirty min-
utes. Young Bruce has not been ar-
rested yet, but it is thought he will r
Don't become disoouragod. There Is a
rare for you. If necessary write br. Fenner be brought in by his people and turn-
He has spvet • life thee (*tiring Juei NAGS
Cagan as yours. All consultations 'TN. ed over to the proper authorities in
'Eight months In bed, heavy backtie,e.
pain and soreness across kidneys, aiso rim so- a day or two.
matte's. Other remedies failed. Dr. Pen-
ear's Kidney and Backache Cure curer. me
completely. 11. WATERS, flamiet. N. Y.'
1)rulfiDets2_50c.„ II. Ask for Cook Book-Tree.
ST.VITUS'OANCE lure Care. Circular. DrFenner, Fredonia-9.X
J. 0. Cook.
TO cuite A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab-
lets. All druggists refund the money
jilt fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
nature is on each box tat
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FIRST LOOSE IMARKET WAS QUIET
TOBACCO SALES
A BIG SUCCESS.
Prom Thursday • tally.
The first loose tobacoo sale ever
held in a warehouse in Hopkinsville
took place this morning at the Ninth
Street warehouse under the manage-
ment of It. M. Wooldridge & Co.
The tobacco was sorted and plied
In orderly rows down each side
of the building, a tag bearing the
name of the owner, the num-
ber of pounds iu the pile,
the number and blanks for name of
buyer and price paid was placed on
each lot. Mr. Wooldridge states
that there were about 60,000 lbs. sold.
seine of the tobacco was on the
stalk while the larger part had been
stripped. The priem were in the
main very satisfactory, especially so
on the tobacco on the stalk.
riosity as to how it would be man-
aged. A large part of the crowd
were farmers who came in to attend
I 
the sale and see which way was the
better for them to sell, in the barn or
on the floor. Nearly all of these
planters expressed themselves as
highly pleased with the prices
paid for the offerings. The buyers
also were out in full force and the
bidding all the time was very spirit-
ed.
Wooldridge & Co. will hold sales
regularly in the future on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays of every
week. So far this firm is the only
one of the total warehouses to adopt
this method.
Miss Jones to Marry. a LYLE-WILSON.An announcement of interest to 
Hopkinsville and Kentucky people
Mr. Graves Lyle and Miss Boswell
generally is the engagement of Miss
Laura Henry Jones, of Cartersville,
Ga., and Mr. David McCaw. Flour-
noy, of Paducah, Ky. The marriage
will take place at Roselawn. the
home of the bride in Cartersville, on
Dec. 81.
The bride is the daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Sam. Jones, her father
being the famous evangelist. She
The groom is one of the foremosthas visited in Kentucky many times.
Miss Jones is a pretty and attractive
girl and is very popular.
Mr. Flournoy, is a Member of a
prominent 'Western Kentucky femi-
ly. He is now engaged in the tobac-
co business in Paducah.
All the Ladies Invited.
Have you seen Moayon's Cloaks,
Jackets, Monte Carlos and Furs?
Their diversity of style, superior
qualities and low prices have never
been approached in this region.
UNIQUE SUIT
Filed on Account of Luna-
tic's Confinement.
F. G. Randolph, committee of John
Leisner, has filed suit in the Mc-
Cracken circuit court against Oscar
Kahn, the Western Kentucky asy-
lum for the insane, and Gus G. Coul-
ter, state auditor of Kentucky, for
the settlement of John Leisner's es-
ate and to compel the defendants to
show why they have a claim of $2,-
00 against the estate.
Leisner is a lunatic and has been
confined in the Western Kentucky
asylum at Hopkinsville for fourteen
years. The petition alleges the aud-
itor has employed Attorney Oscar
Kahn to institute suit for $2,100, at
he rate of $150 per year for the four-
teen years Leisner has been confined
as time sum due for board and atten-
tion, while it Is alleged by the plain-
tiff that Leisuer is confined es a etate
pauper.
It is also asked that the defend-
ants be restrained from collecting
the money.
Wilson were married Wednesday
night at 8 o'clock by Rev. W. H.
Vaughn, of Fairview, at Olivet
church near Garrettsburg, in the
presence of a large gathering of
friends and relatives.
The attendants were Messrs. Ed-
ward A. and Olney M. Wilson, broth-
ers of the bride.
and most highly respected young
men of the Garrettsburg neighbor-
hood. For some years he has been
manager of the large farm of Mr.
Crit McKnight.
The bride is the youngest daughter
of Mrs. Fannie E. Wilson,of Howell,
and a niece of Mrs. T. L. Bacon and
Mr. George W. Edwards of this city.
She is a leader in social circles and a
general favorite.
Immediately after the ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle drove to the resi-
dence of M. McKnight where supper
was served. They will remain there
until Christmas when they will move
to the farm of the bride's mother.
Mr. Lyle taking earge for the next
year.
You Need Them.
The first days of real winter weath-
er are making their presence felt-
forceful reminders of the need of
heavier wraps. Moayon's is the
place to get what you want. Their
line of Cloaks, Jackets, Monte Car-
los, etc., is unsurpased.
Interesting Find.
Workmen in making an excava-
tion on Mr. Otho H. Anderson's lot
on South Main street unearthed a
loaded bombshell three inches in di-
ameter. T1 e shell was found three
feet below the surface and was in a
good state of preservation. How it
got there is a mystery.
Hens and Pullets Wanted
Highest n•arket price paid for
hene and pullets at Schmitt's Res-
taurant. w2t
asekSabOrliS•
-Importations.
eas
 
and Coffees.
•a-re
Absolutegniforrn•
• and of the •
'Highest-known:Quality,
-We handl e •
Mese Goods •
• exclusively.
W. T. COOPER 0, CO
A WHAT-IS-IT
COMES TO TOWN.
1r-
•Ark.„.
HERE Is a mysterious monster at large in the north
suburbs. Barber W. E. Gray's dwelling on First street
has been visited several-nights by the animal and he and
other residents have seen it. Gray describes its. follows:
-It is much bigger than a dog and longer. It's head
.4 is reared 'way back and it has a long bushy tail that
sticks straight up in the air. It's eyes blaze like fire and
it is snow-white. My dogs are afraid of nothirg, but
 
they slink away when the thing approaches. Last night
I idiot at it, but my aim was not true. The What-Is-It struck one of the
dogs with its claws last night and tore open his face. It comes between 2
and 3 o'clock. It certainly ain't a dog, and makes a noise unlike any ani-
mal I ever heard."
OURINC THE MONTH JUST
CLOSED.
Loose Tobacco Buyers At
Work.—Report of the
Inspectors.
Reports received from the board
of inspecors and warehousemen of
this city show that the tobacco mar-
ket has been very quiet during th•
past neenth, with most of the old
crop disposed of, and the receipts of
the new crop light so far. Most of
the better grades sold were disposed
of privately. Considerable common
and medium leaf were sold early in
the month, and there was but little
change in quotations. The ware-
housemen have been getting all the
inferior grades out of their way.
making ready for the new crop.
Loose buyers are out all over the
district but very few purchases have
as yet been made. The weather for
the past ten days has been season-
able for handling but the planters
are not disposed to take the figures
that the buyers are offering. But
there will be an increase in receipts
from now on. The new crop will not
be up to that of last year in quality,
but a portion of it will be of very su-
perior quality. Both pianters and
buyers have been a little cautious in
their movements on account of the
trusts, arid the uncertainty of them.
The inspectors' report for Novem-
ber show the receipts for the past
month to be 45 hogsheads, as com-
pared with 65 hogsheads for the
same time last year; receipts for time
year, 11,855 hogsheads, as compared
with 12,460 hogsheads last year; sales
for the month, 282 hogrotieeds, as
compared with 271 hogsheads last
y ear; sales for the year, 10,548 hogs-
heads, as compared with 11,988 hogs-
heads last year; shipments for past
month, 804 hogsheads, as compared
with 371 hogsheads last year; ship-
ments for the year, 13,283 hogsheads,
as compared with 14,127 hogsheads
last year; stock on sale, 637 hogsheads
as compared with 717 hogsheads last
year; stock sold, 977 hogsheads, as
compared with 855 boirsheade last
year; total stock on hand, 1,514 hogs-
heads, as compared with 1,372 hogs-
head last year.
— -
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Will Marry.
The pleasant announcement is
trade of the anproaching marriage
of Miss Ella H.Claypool, of this city,
to Mr. George?. Rives, of Casky,
Christian county. The marriage vii
take place Tuesday (today) at the
residence of Mrs. Mildred Claypool,
on Twelfth street, the bride's moth-
er. No invitations have been issued,
and only the family a d immediate
relatives will be present. Mr. and
Mrs. Rives will leave at once for St.
Louis and other points and will be
at home to their friends after Decem-
ber 12. Miss Claypool is one of the
most popular young ladies of Bowl-
ing Green. Her family is one of the
oldest, largest and most prominent
in the county. Mr. Rives lea wealthy
young farmer and resides near Hop-
k insv We."
The Above signature is on the_t_7_.pper of
every bottle of the genuine OWErt3 PINK
MIXTURE-the baby's (need from birth
until he has his teeth. All druggists.
Commissioner's Sale.
Master Commissioner Frank Rives
made the following sales Monday:
Pernecia Blalock farm of 160 acres
near Carl, to Gano Lacy, $300; Ethel
M. Kieth ,tract of Ill acres, near
Crofton, to Mr. Tweedle, $730; Tract
of S. F. Cowan, dec'd, near Carl, 18
acres, to S. N. Cowan, $201; John B.
Lamer tract of 180 acres in North
Christian, to James Buchanan, $875;
F. M. Cooper land, three tracts lying
on the Greenville road five miles
from the city-lst tract of 100 acres,
to John Lotthouse, $300; 2nd tract of
100 acres, to James Cooper, $170; 3rd
tract of 33 acres, to Frank Vinson.
$50; B. W. Allen farm of 123 acres
near Elmo, to J. A. Allen, $2,987.60
Just What You Want.
The largest and best representation
of the season's styles are Moayon's
Jackets, Monte Carlos, Cloaks and
Furs. See them before buying from
other merchants-and you'll never
buy from them.
ARM BROKEN
Contractor Duke Meets
With Painful Accident.
Prom Tuesday's dally
Mr. C. U. Duke the stone contrac-
tor, had the misfortune to sustain
bad fracture of the arm yesterday
while superintending the making of
the pike on the Cox Mill road about
three miles from town.
Just before noon he was standing in
a wagon when the team suddenly
started throwing him to the ground
with great force and breaking hie
left arm Just below the elbow.
SALOON BURNED.
rrom Tuesday's early,
The saloon of W. W. Lacey, on
East Seventh street was gutted by
fire this morning about two o'clock.
The exact °right of the blaze is not
known but it is thought it caught
from some defect about the stove
The damage will probably amount to
$600, fully covered by insurance.
The good work of the fire company
confined the flames to the interior of
the store.
I. Dr. Yates fits gleams. .11411rwly
V
LA
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It is poor cconomy
To buy an "off grade" or plush lap
-robe because you think you
are getting it a little cheaper.
sierh• Best is Me Cheapest" applies to nothing so well as to
Lsp robes. We handle only the beat, such as •'Chase's" and
"Strock's." While our quality is the highest our prices are the lowest.
We have the largest assortment of patterns ever seen here and
They Are Beauties!
Na* is the time to buy, because you can get the p:ck of almost
our (wire line and we have some bargains, too.
For 3.0
We have a Robe that is a Wonder.
Same we sold last year for
$4.50 to $4.75.
For $2.00
We have the best grade of "Chase's"
Heavy Double Plain Lap Robe.
This is a bargain and easily
worth $2.50 or $2.75.
For $1.25
You can get "Chase's" Single Plush
Lap Robe.
APA7.41PAPIirk any color4P45...e.gr
These are just a few instances as we have them all the way up to
$10, and on all the different grades we have prices that can't be beat—
quality considered. Come now while we have a complete assortment
of patterns and you will get the best bargains we have.
We Also Have a Full Line of Horse Blankets
and Water-Proof Horse Covers.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
64 "For every dollar spent at our store we guarantee one hun-
dred cents worth of satisfaction."
N1WZ ezstiemee ziams
PALL GOODS1 WRECKER WRECKED
At Jones'
A FEAST for Buyers!
Dress Goods!
Dress Trimmings!
French Flannels
for Waists!
qamberge Edgings!
Nice Line of
GINGHAMS
and PERCALES!
Nicest and Cheapest Line of
FLANNELETTES
in the City.
Ladies' and Misses' Hosiery!
Elegant Line of Table Linens.
Cloaks!
Large atcl well selected stock of Ladies'
and Misses' Cloaks.
Carpets, Rugs and Oil Cloths.
Call and see this large assortment.
T. M. JONES.
Heavy Cars Derailed at Casky
Wednesday Afternoon.
After cleaning up the wreck and
repairing the trestle at Massie's
creek Wednesday afternoon the
wrecking train suffered a wreck it-
self. It was running in two sections
and started for Earlington about 3:30
yesterday afternoon. Just as the
second section passed through Casky
the pulling out of a drawhead de-
railed three box cars loaded with pig
iron. The track was not cleared un-
til 11:00 o'clock last night, the 6:93
passenger train being held here until
that time.
Davis' Duties.
Sheri if Lem It. Davis who was ap-
pointed Wednesday by the fiscal
court to act as treasurer without
compensation was directed to keep a
complete set of books and tbe var-
ious accounts separate.
Calhoun-Dickerson.
Mr. Clifton Calhoun, son of Mr. J.
N. Calhoun, and Miss Lula Dicker-
son, of Bennettatown, will be mar-
ried Wednesday, Dec. 100, at the
church in Bennettstown.
J. H. ANDERSON (a. co.
`I
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I E NEW ERA Spain, England. France and Italy
feel that the trouble in Morooco is
••seriotis.n. But it will be more so
-rusLietiettinen-
'Whenttey under-telt@ to settle
..New .rolsriatioga-PablialegGo am . them. •
BVIIIIIIII/0011, President.
Duting Santoe-Dumon Cs call at the
items, near Main. tip -tile. Ky.
ally""; white house some time ago, Presi-OfFICE:-New Era Bedding.
$ 1.00 A YEAR.
Sibealuell as See poesetilat la tioptIormIll•
1131Stenead-06/as alikirOl•I
Friday, Dec. 5, 1902
4- 11113E11711111441 BATES: -
one Mob, Orel tassettoa I SO
%Hui limb, one sidath. 3 01
One Inch, three amnia. 6 00
One Mob, ar months Ott
°se Incas, utt• year 16 ta
Addltioeal rams may be bad by 'antiun-
ion at the office.
Transient advertising nal111{ be paid tor In
arloanoo.
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Between his own conviction that
the tariff is too high and his desire
to avoid raying what his political
advisers tell him will defeat his
chances for nominarion'in 11101, Pres-
[dent Roosevelt is experiencing what
the French call•-a bad quarter of an
hour.''
If that Hindoo gamekeeper could
measure the situation here be would
doob flees say 'The Republicans
threaten a great deal, bat God be
mindful to the trusts.'
The exterior of the treasury build-
lag, in Washington, Is being cleaned
by a sand blast. Much to the sur-
prise of the oldest inhabitants the
atone is white. Congress will soon
clean oot the treasury vaults with
appropriation vaults.
The Democratic congressional cam-
paign committee has voted to make
itself a permanent institution. The
people will see to it that it never
lacks a field for missionary effort.
And now Representative Babcock
would have us believe he was "the
original Cannon man."
The annual ; hold-up, otherwise
known as the appropriation bills. is
now in order.
General Grosvenor has gone to
Washington to insure the prompt
passage of the Stitt> Sul:teddy hill
when cobgress convenes.
Naturally Damon Odell and Pyth-
iad' Platt have discovered that they
cannot afford to quarrei. There have
been too many little deals is which
they were both implicated.
Then Molineux, now Patrick! The
Impression is growing that people
are electrocated in New York only
for the offence of notbsoring enough
mousy in be tried more than once.
The president voices the sentiment
of the whole people when he says
the Republican party now has the
opportunity to "make good."
The president has &large admire-
•tIon for men "a ho do things." What
will be his opinion of his party os
the 4th of March?
The President's advisers are fear-
ful that his strong position on the
trust question will but serve to em-
pbasise the servitude of the republi-
*van majority to the trusts.
A great opportunity confronts the
Detnocratie minority In congress.
Tbey have only to unite on a single,
mil•ncnibie Pollen, be frank and con-
sistent and earn the respect of the
sountry and they will deserve victory
in 1904. The great responsibilities
ars all With the Republisans.
Nov that the Republican party
eonfronts a demand for anti-trust
legislatioo , Sommer Cullom has found
that the present law is all sufficient.
We have frequently remarked that
fact and have asserted that a few
prosecutions under the criminal pro--
elation& of the law would secure re-
spect, but no Republican attorney
general dares enforce it.;
Washington city is the mecca for
the colored race and white cranks.
The convening of congress always
means an influx ot people who have
bussing brains, craving etomachs
sad empty pockets.
WHY STAY PALE.
A pity to see pale girls stay
pale and dull when it is so easy
to get Scott's Emulsion.
One of the best things
Scott's Emulsion does is to
give rich blood to pale girls.,
The result of regular doses
of Scott's Emulsion is an in-
crease not only in the red
color of the blood and in the
appetite but in the good looks
and bright manners which
are the real charm of per-
fect health.
• Seed let fres Sample.
SWIT a WISg, Chseese, on Peri St., P1.1f.
Announcements.
We are authorised to announce
WEBB C. BELL
as a eandidate for Railroad Commis-
closer in the First Railroad District
'tibiae& to the *orlon of the Demoera
lie party.
dent Roosevelt told the inventor that
if he brought his airship to the Unit-
ed States he I Roosevelt) wauted
be the first to rid.1 in it. 1.
We cannot debase urselves with-'
out injuring other people. History
o 
shows that three of the most impor-
tant defeats of the American army
during the revclution were sustained
by men who died drunkards.
The Pennsylvania railroad com-
pany will incur no loss through its
liberal policy to employee. A tell per
cent increase in salaries, amounting
in the aggregate to more than $4,000,-
000, should be an incentive to render
better services.
$100 Reward, 11100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive' cure now
known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutioual dig-
wise, requires a constitutional treat-
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and MUCOUS surfaces of the
sestem, thereby destroying the
foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up
the constitution and assisting nature
in doing its work. The proprietors
have Ito much faith in its its curative
powers, that they offer one Hundred
Dollars for and case that it fails to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address. F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0. Sold by Druggist 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Hunting Murderer.
John Williams, of Pembroke, col-
ored, who shot and killed a uegni in
cold blood an Paris, Tenn.. last
mouth and escaped. was seen at his
borne last week. The Pembroke of-
ficers and Marshal Burns, of Guth-
rie, made an effort to arrest hitn but
he eluded them and is still at large.
A lazy liver may bejonly a tired
liver, or a starved liver. A stick Is
all right for the back of a lazy man.
But it would be a savage as well sea
stupid thing te beat a weary man or
a starving man because he lagged in
his work. So in treating the lagging
liver it it a great mistake to lash it
with drastic drugs. ;In ninety-nine
cameo; out of a hundred a torpid or
sluggish liver is but a symptom of
an ill-nourished body, whose organs
are weary with overwork. Let your
liver alone. 'Hart with the stomach
and its allied organs of digestion
and nutrition. Put them in proper
working order, and see bow quickly
your liver will become active and
energetic. Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery has made many mar-
velous cures "liver trouble" by its
wonderful control of the organs of
digestion and nutrition. It, restores
the normal activity of the stomach,
increases the secretions of the blood-
making glands, cleanses the system
from poisonous accumulations, and
so relieves the liver. of the burdens
imposed upon it by the defection of
other organs.
-
GOLD DOLLARS FOR $3.
Louisiana Purchase Coins
Will Be for Sale.
The government. on behalf of the
Louisiana Purchase exposition, will
coin 260,000 gold dollars, wbich will
be sold at $3 each. They will be of
two designs. On one of them will
appear the bead of Jefferson with the
figures "1808-1908,n while on the oth-
er will be the head of McKinley with
the same figuies. On the reverse
side of all the coins. instead of the
wreath that formerly 'encircled th3
gold dollar will be the words, ••Lou-
Wane Purchase Exposition."
'Exposure to ti sudden climatic
change produces cold in the head
and catarrh is apt to follow. Provid-
ep with Ely's Cream Balm you are
armed against Nasal Catarrh. Price
60 cents at druggists or Ely Brothers,
66 Warren Street, New York. will
mall it. The Balm cures without
pain, does not irritate or cause sneez-
ing. It spreads itself over an irrita-
ted and angry surface, relieving im
mediately the painful inflammation,
cleanses end' cpres. Cream Balm
quickly cores the cold.
COSMO Continued.
The United States district court,
which had beer i in sessidu e,t Owens-
boro for several days, was adjourned
by Judge Evans Tuesday afternoon.
The injunction proceeding of the
Reineeke Mining company and the
St. Bernard Mining company against
J. In Wood. C. Barnaby and others,
was continued by consent of the par-
ties.
The charge of passing railed bills
against L. P. and Charles Miller, was
continued until the next term and
the defendanui released under bonds
of $1,000. The Millers, who are broth-
ers, whose home is in Stewart coun-
ty, Tenn.. were arrested in Hopkins-
vine during the Elks fair and carni-
val last spring and were indicted by
the grand jury of the Ohrietian cir-
cuit court and were later turned over
the federal authorities.
_
Coughing Spell Causes
Death.
-Harry Duckwell. aged 26 years,
choked to death early yesterday
morning at his home in the presence
of his wife and child. He contracted
a slight cold a few days ago and paid
but little attention to it. Yesterday
morning he was seized with a fit of
coughing which continued for some-
time. His wife sent for a physician
but before he could arrive another
coughing spell came on and Duck-
well died from suffocation.-St Louis
Globe
-Democrat, Dec. 1, 1901." Bill-
iard's Horehound Syrup could have
saved him. 26e. Feknand $1 at C. K.
Wyly's.
The Beet Prescription for
Malaria
Chills and Fever is a bottle of
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic. It is
simply iron and quinine in a taste-
less form No cure No pay. Price
110e.
•••• •••••••
For Sale-TennesseeTurf Oat*, al-
so Michigan Rye.
J H & M. in Winfree.w
Cor. 8th &
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PLANS ANNOUNCED
NEW COMPANY BUYS THE
ACME PLANT.
Will Build Milland Elevator,
Largely Increasing
Capacity.
The Acme Mills .4 Elevator conk-
patty, which was recently organised
and incorporated, has bought tbe en-
tire plant, fixtures. stock and all as-
sets and assumed all liabilitica of the
Acme Mills company. The new
company will operate OS present
Acme mill and in the spring will
build another mill And elevator to be
operated in conjuestioo with the
other plant.
The combined caPacity of the two
mills will not be lees than 1,000 bar-
rels of flour per day besides meal,
brine and other products. The new
elevator will have a capacity of about
7s,ctio bushels, which combined with
the present elevator giver room for
the storing of 150,000 bushels of
wheat.
The board of directors consists of
R. H. DeTreville, J. B. Galbreath,C.
H. Dietrich, William. S. Moore and
George D. IVIton. The officers are:
R. H. DeTreville, president. and
J. B. Galbreath, secretary.
The former Acme Mills company
has been exceptionally successful
and has proved a good investment
for its stockholders. Owing to the
Increasing demand for their products
it was found necessary to increase
their ontput. After giving the nist-
teS due censideration it was decided
to increase their capacity by build-
ing another plant.
For the present there will be sold
only a Limited amount of stook.
Books for the subscription of stock
will be opened on and after Dec. 11
• 
,A Triumph for the People.
Elsewhere in The Times will be
found the proceedings of the state
executive committee calling for the
nomination of state officers by a
Democratic primary to be held Sat-
urday, May 9th. This decision is a
distinct triumph for the people.
It places the nomination of every
state official right where it justly be-
longs-in the hands of the voters
themselves.
It does away with the trickeries,
heart-burninginsorenessaud tradings
of conventions.
It compels fairness and honesty, as
all primary election frauds can be
punished by law exactly as in regu-
lar elections.
It puts the professional politician
out of business.
It breaks every slate.
It smashes all machlnes.
I t puts the entire reeponsibility for
every nomination upon those who do
the nominating.
Fairly and honestly held-and it
will be fairly and honestly held-it
Insures on old-time Democratic ma-
jority in 1903.
The state executive committee,and
the Democratic party as well, is to
be congratulated upon the forward
step taken„nlast Tuesday -Glasgow
Times.
C2 411i, is .1. care z
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Job Couldn't Have Stood It.
If he'd had itching piles. They're
terribly annoying, but Buoklen's Ar-
nica Soave will cure the worst case of
piles on earth. It has cured thous-
ands For injuries, pains or bodily
eruptions it's the best salve onearth.
Price 26o a bolt. Cure guaranteed.
Sold by Anderson & Fowler, J. 0.
Cook. L. L. Elgin, C. K. Wyly.
Beckham Eligible.
The Paris Democrat, on the eligi-
bility of Qov. Beckham to succeed
htmeelf, says:
There is someediscussion as to the
eligibility of:Gov. Bei:Ahern for re-
election. The provisions of the pres-
ent state constitution are about iden-
tical with the provisions of the con-
stitution of IMO.
In ler John L. Helm was elected
governor. He was inaugurated at his
home in Elizabethtown, but died
very soon afterwards, and Whit suc-
ceeded by John W. Stevenson, the
lieutenant governor-elect. While
governor Mr. Stevenson was elected
United States senator and Preston
H. Leslie. president pro tern of the
senate, was his successor. Mr. Leslie
held the office until the close of the
term, and in 1871, was nominated for
the office of governor and elected.
There was at the time no contention
that Leslie was ineligible. At the
same election John G. Carlisle was
the candidate for lieutenant govern-
or.
Ex-chief justice Pryor, ex-chief
justice Haselrigg, ex-governor, J.
Proctor Knott, ex-congressman Ellis
and Mn, Lewis McQuowth all emi-
nent lawyers are agreed that Gov.
Beckham is eligible for re-election.
Mr. :McQuown:was leading counsel
in the contested election case of
Beckham against Taylor, and was
successful in the state courts and al-
so in the supreme court of the United
States.
With such an array of eminent jur-
ists holding chat he is eligible, it
seems that any further discussion is
unnecessary, and that the question
is virtually settled.
TEACHERS RETURN
DISTRICT MEETING WAS
A GREAT SUCCESS.
Officers Elected.-Madison-
yule Will Be Next Place
of Meeting.
Th6 Second district teachers' meet-
ing came to an end Saturday after-
noon at Owensboro after electing of-
ficers and selecting Madisonville as
the next meeting place. The new
officers are its •Ilowe:
President-Theinas H. Smith, of
Madisonville.
Vice president-V. L. Spalding,' of
Corydon.
Secretary-A. C.'Burton, of
gaufield.
Treasurer-Mice Mary F. Sesseen,
of Henderson.
Executive commatee-Thomas
Smith, Sallie R, Brown, Mrs. H. E.
Brooks and Miss Nola Hill. of Medi-
isonville, and A. C. Burton, of Mor-
ganfield.
The Hopkinsville delegater have
returned home and all express them-
selves as thoroughly delighted with
the meeting. They were entertained
in a moat hopitable manner, and the
banquet Friday night was one of the
most elegant functions ever given in
this part of the state. A feature of
the banquet was the happy toast
spoken hy.Miss Katie , McDaniel on
behalf of the visiting teachers.
One of the beet papers read at the
meeting, was Miss Clifton's, The
Oweneboro Messenger says of it:
"Miss Adelia Clifton, of Hn„kins-
ville, read an excellent pope: on
'Language Lessons Through Nature
Study.' A strong plea was made
for the use of natural objects for this
purpose, rather tban the Use of
books about nature. The fall of the
year was indicated as a season pe-
culiarly well fitted for the study of
'Were. The advantage of 'writing
dowh the mental pictures gotten by
observing nature was urged. Miss
Clifton's paper was carefully, pre-
pared and admirably read.'
Don't forget to use a little Prickly
Ash Bitters whenever the stomach
or bowels are disordered. It quickly
correct* such troublee and makes
you feel bright and cheerful. R. C.
Hardwick.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
Us Kind You Han Always Bought
Bears the
_____of
FARMER IN DEBT.
William H. Wright Takes Av-
vantage of Bankruptcy Law.
William Henry Wright, of Chris-
tian county, has filed a petition in
bankruptcy. He is a farmer by occu-
pation. The liabilities set forth in
the petition amount to $1378, of
which sum $878 is secured. The as-
sets are given at $688.90 The largest
creditor is All. H. Eckles, of Hop-
kinsville, who holds a note for $250.
The other creditors are principally
mercantile firms of Trenton, Clarks-
ville, Nashville, Evansville and Lou-
isville.
What's In a Name?
Everything is in the name when it
comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C.
DeWitt & Co., of Chicago, dieeever-
ed, some years ago, how to make a
salve from Witch Hazel that is a
specific for plies. For blind, bleed-
ing, itching and protruding piles, ec-
zema, cuts, burns, bruises and all
skin diseases DeWitt's Salve has no
equal. This has given rise to nu-
merous worthless counterfeitse Ask
for DeWitt's-the genuine. 13. C.
Hardwisk.
Noted Speaker.
Dr. B. W. Spillman, the celebrated
Sunday school worker, will be in the
city next Sunday and conduct three
services at the Baptist church.
What's Your Fade Worth.
Sometimes a fortune, hut never, if
you have a sallow complexion, a
jaundiced look, moth patches and
blotches on the skin, all signs of liv-
er trouble. But Dr. King's New Life
Pills give clear skin, rosy cheeks,
rich complexion. Duly 26c at And-
erson & Fowler, J. 0. Cook, L. L.
Elgin and C. K. Wyly.
Deal is Off.
The deal for the Gait house by the
Seelbachs is off. The Seelbachs
wanted 1,601 shares, and the Galt
House company telly wanted to let
them have 600. The chances are that
a new h..-,tel will be built somewhere
on Fourth avenue.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests all classes Of foods, tones and
strengthens the stomach and diges-
tive organs. Cures dyspepsia, indi-
gestion, stomach troubles, and wakes
rich red blood, health and strength.
Kodol rebuilds wornout tissues, puri-
fies. strengthens and sweetens the
stomach. Gov. G. W. Atkinson, of
W. Va., says: I have used a e umber
of bottles of Kodol iind have found
It to be a very effective and, indeed,
a powerful remedy for stomach ail-
ments. I recommend it to my
friends. R. C. Hardwick.
Mortgage Farm Loans.
We solicit applications for farm
loans on ten years time interest pay
able annually, with privilege of pay
ment in any one oear of any amount,
at any time, not to exceed one fifth
of the principal. We Issue fire,
nghtning, tornado, and the only life
insurance policy giving absolute, con-
tinuous, non-forfeitable end moon-
testable protection. It absolutely
protects wherever the sun shines.
We also deal in bank stocks, bonds
and high grade investment securities
WAT/Tlin F. fiAliNterr & Co
Insurance and Financial Agents
CI 41. II °I' CPA T.411..
lines the Biz Kiel Yis line Always hntill
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LOST-on East 7th street gold
ring engraved "W. to V." Return to
New Era. dlt
.--neereverideneennen
Mor-
National Forces to Act and
Mitchell Personally To
Direct Fight.
C. Barnaby, Charles Wells and W.
J. Campbell, district officers Of the
United Mine Workers of America,
were in the city this week In attend-
ance at federal court and on other'
business connected with their orgaii-
ization, says the Owensboro Messen-
ger. The injunction proceedings in-
stituted by the Reinecke Mining Co.,
of Madisonville, in which the union
officials are named as defendant*,
was to have been heard at this term
of the court. hut owing to the rush of
business the case was continued by
agreement of all parties concerned.
During the plea few weeks much
has been said in the press about a
contemplated move on the part of
the union miners to return to Hop-
kins county and renew their efforts
to organize the nou-union miners of
that field. In this connection a
Messenger reporter sought President
Barnaby and asked him if the reports
were true.
Mr. Barnaby replied that they were
true as gospel. "We are going to re-
turn to Hopkins county," he contin-
ued, "and at no distant day. 1 say
return. That is nut necessary. We
have an organization there at pres-
ent, but the Idea I wish to convey is
that the fight will be renewed. This
time there will ben° let-op. It will
be • fight to the finish."
"Will National President Mitchell
be with you in the fight?" Mr. Bar-
naby was asked.
"He will," was the reply, "and
with him to direct the campaign, we
cannot but win."
"When will the next movement
against the Hopkins county mlues be
made?"
"Just as soon as possible," was the
reply. "The Pennsylvania trouble
has interfered with our plans to a
great extent. When the strike there
is finally disposed of all hands will
then turn to Hopkins county, and
capitulation will surely follow."
A Cold Wave.
The forecast of sudden changes in
the weather series notice that a
hoarse voice and a,heavy cough may
Invade the sanctity of health in your
own home. Cautious people have a
bottle of One Minute Cough Cure al-
ways at band. E. H.,Wise, Madison,
Oa., writes:. "Tam indebted to One
Minute Cough Cure for my present
good health, and probably my life."
It cures coughs, culdinlagrippe, bron-
chitis, pneumonia abet all throat and
lung troubles. One Minute Cough
Cure cuts the phlegm, draws out the
infismmation, heals and booths the
mucous membranes and strengthens
the lungs. R. C. Hardwick.
Commissions Received.
Prom Monday's daily
Mr. L. 0. Garrott and Mr. James
Clark,elooted magistrates November
4 in the Fourth and Eighth districts,
respectively, have received their
commissiops from Gov. Beckham.
Mr. Clark is in the city to take the
oath of office.
FREE TO OUR READERS.
Botanic Blood Balm for the
Blood.
If' you suffer from ulcoren, eczema,
scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eating
soree, itching skin, pimples, boils,
bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,
catarrh. or any blood or Skin disease,
we advise you to take Botanic Blood
Balm (B. B. B.)2, Especially recom-
mended for old, obstinate, deep-seat-
ed cases, cures where all else fails,
heals every sore, :makes the blood
pure and rich, gives the skin the
rich glow of hopillh. Druggists, $1
per large bottle. Sample sent free
by writing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta,
Ga. Describe trouble and free medi-
cal advice sent in sealed letter.
Medicine sent at once, prepaid.
LOST!
My wife, Georgia Ann Lewis, col-
ored, who is mentally deranged, is 36
years old, wears a pearl breast pin
and gold ring with her name engrav-
ed in same, was wearing black chin-
etiilla cape-unlined. Any informa-
tion regarding tier whereabouts will
be thankfully received.
WARREN LEWIS,
dltwIt Hopkinsville, Ky.
--•••••••-•
RUMOR AFLOAT
According to specials received by
the News
-Democrat today, Miss
Laura Jones of Cartersville, Ga., is
reported to be engaged to a Padu-
cah man. The name of the fortu-
nate gentleman is not given.
Miss Jones is a danghter of the
Rev. Sam P. Jones, the Georgia
evangelist, and is a pretty bright at-
tractive young vilp an. She was
with hor father du ing his recent
visit, to this city and made several
conquests,
tioseip w,ill be busy with the iden-
tity of the Paduoah man who is re-
ported flo have won her..
The story of the reported engage-
ment was circulated in Louisville
Friday night.-Paducah News-Dem-
ocrat.
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Christmas
Games
FREt
In each pound package cA
Lion
Coffee
from now until Christmas will be found a free
game, amusing and instructive-5o different kinds.
Get Lion Coffee and a Free cisme
at Your Grocers.
BACK TO HOPKINS
•The Tobacco Question.-
Hopkinsville, By., Dee, 1, 1902.
i Dear New Era:-
The "Tobacco' inueslion" is just
MINE WORKERS' ACITA-t
nowxn interesting one to farmers
TORS WILL CO. having the article to sell.
j In Mr. Yerkert report for year end-
ing June 30, the statement is made
that taxes Were paid on millions of
cigars weighing no more than three
pounds to the IMO. Here then is
proposition' caloulatiel to make a
farmer scratch the- place where
brains ought to be. Manufacturer
sells 1.000 cigars at 5 cents each, re-
ceives $50. Farmer sells three pounds
of tobacco' at 6c, 18 cents. Slight
difference $49.82:
The American Tobacco company
has on two occasions paid to stock-
holders all amounts paid for stock
and declared semi annual dividends
of 6 per cent per annum.
Have you heard of any farmer pay-
ing $150 per annum with board lodg-
ing free and for hands, having an3
money to spend foolishly at Christ-
mas. I have seen the statement
that France inekes sixty million per
annum on her tobacco trade Spain,
Austria, and Italy about the same-
all told foreign ()countries make above
all expenses near tace,ope,000 on to-
beicco. I wish you could figure ii
out and see if in our dealing* with
these foreign conutries the farmer
gets even as much-as lb cents to the
other fellows $49.82. I doubt if he
does. Our excellent ex-Representa-
tive Dr. Clardy even though a
"BLAMED" Democrat and free trader
Is the only representative of the peo-
ple who ever tried to make Uncle
Sam make these fereignera divide
justly. Is it mit abdut time that pa-
pers published in tobacco growing
sections, should make an effort to
prevent or at least expose the very
unfair difference in the profits oi
foreigners and manufacturers?
With high respect. S.
The above signature is on th_c_vilvper of
every bottle of the genuine
U M 
0S6W143 Pitelt
Ml baby's friend from btrtk
until be has his teeth. All druggists.
The Primary.
Democrats like Malcolm Yeaman
favor the primary election because
they want rest from the methods of
the gang as exemplified in the Music
Hall ("convention. The men who
were responsible for that outrage on
the party remain ready to dolt again
and are filled with rage that the op-
portunity has been taken from them
by calling a primary election.-
Owensboro Inquirer.
Purify the sewers of the betty and
stimulate the digestive organs to
maintain health, strength and ener-
gy. Prickly Ash Bitters is a tonic
for the kidneys, liver, stomach and
bowels. R. C. Hard Rick.
-
personal Note
Cram Monday's ern
Mr. O. H. Knight, of Maysville, is
here.
Mr. E. J. Moss, of Evansville, is in
town.
Mr. Peter F. Fox, of Henderson, is
in town.
Mr. R. B. Buckner, of Eddyvillens
in the city.
Mr. J. E. Stone, of Herndon. was
here Sunday.
Mr. W. S. Rankin,of Columbus, 0.,
is in the city.
Mr.,E. T. McCarty, of Cecile, spent
unday here.
Mr. Lee Owen, of Pembroke, was
here yesterday.
Dr. C. B. Johnson, of Harlington,
was in the city Sunday.
Miss Lelia Dulgiud is visiting Miss
011ie Manley in Rochester, Ky.
Mr. 'V. F. Anderson. of Paris,
Tenn., is a guest at the Latham.
Mr. Charles S. Jarrett has returned
from a business trip in the North.
Misses Alice and Eddie Jones have
returned from a visit to Miss Jessie
Gooch in Madisonville.
Misses Bernice and Dot Waller
have returned to South Kentuckt
College after spending Thanksgiving
with their parents at Hanson.
From Platorday'sdally.
Miss Luree Galbreath is visitin
Miss Frances Wallace In Paducah.
Mr. W. B. Kennedy has returned
to Paducah.
Mr. Robert Wallace and his friend
Mr. Donald Carney, are spending
Thanksgiving with the former's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wal-
lace.-Paducah Register.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hooper and
children, of Springfield, Tenn., are
visiting Mrs. Buckner Lander,
Mrs.J. P. Braden has returned from
a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Dr. Ben-
nett, at Central City.
Miss Ellen Young, of Corydon, is
visiting the family of her tether, Dr.
Dr. James A. Young.
If you feel ill and need a pill
Why not purchase the best?
DeWitt•s Early Risers
Are little surprisers.
Take one-they do the rest.
W. H. Howell, Houston, Tex.,
writes-I have used Little Early Ri-
ser Pills in my family for constipa-
tion, sick headache, etc. To their Use
I am indebted for the health of my
family. R. C. Hardwick.
Send your old broken sets of teeth
to the Louisville Dental Parlors to
have them mended and made good
as new at asmnall cost.
Summers Building
dtf Telephone 188-8
COMBINE OF MINES
EMBRACE THREE COUN-
TIES IN THIS REGION.
Offer to Christian and Other
Operators Said to Be
Rejected.
Col. Jack Hendrick. formerly at-
torney general of this state, but now
of New York, was here recently on
bueluese connected with the propos-
ed conibniation of the soft coal in-
terests Id Kentucky, says a Hart-
ford despatch. Since Col. Hend-
ricks' visit here the clerks in the of'
flee of the county clerk here have
been busily engaged ium abstracting
the coal lands of this county recent-
ly purchased by the operators of this
field. ,This covers sum area of 50,000
acres.
'While the coal operators in this
county refuse to discuss it, it is well
understood here ti.at a deal is under
way and will likely be perfected in a
short tune. The property involved
is located in Mutilenberg and Ohio,
Butler and McLean counties, and
consists ot,cbout eighteen mines em-
ploying over 2,1141 men.
It is said that an offer Itinde the
coal operators of Hopkins, Webster,
Union and Christian countiee to go
into the combine was rejected. In
thls last field mentioued some of the
best mining property-in the state is
located. Almost the whole of this
property is owned by foreign capi-
toilets, while that of the first named
field is owned principally by Louis-
ville people. It is thought that the
proposed deal will be consummated
on or about the beginning of time new
year.
A coated tongue, foul breath, and
dogged condition in the bowels sug-
gest the use of Prickly Ash Bitters.
It is just suited for such ailments. R.
C. C. Hardwick. ,
odd
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. lt gives instant relief and never
fails te cure. It allover; you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take It. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting Unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It can't hebiput do you iped.
Prep
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OPPOSITE U S eeTENT OFFICE
WASHINGTON.D.C.
DOUGLAS BELI.9
Attorney at-Law.
Office in City Hall.
HOPHINSVILLE. - KENIITCKY.
11. H. HARVEY
Attorney-at-Law
OFFICE in Cansler building, 6th
St., near Court House, Hopkinseille
Ky.
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Mexican Mustang Liniment
is excellent for Rheumatism and all deep-80440d pair.
For Sprains and Strains
it ma useless to apply a liniment that remains on or SSW
the surtate. On ate eontrary, they require suemithiag
that ries down into the limb whore the trouble is .le-
ortod That ts why .
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
at the beet thing to IMP for spoons and Strains. Is pso-
etrate• at once to where the injury link &Pees °attar
tutlanunatIon and heals the wounded tissues and imagoes.
Don't be stingy in using the liniment nor fall to rub IS
mu ma thorough].) zo. tho soreness will
Mexican Mustang Liniment
is • good thing to have on hand when accidents hattera
If You Don Buy Your Clothing Pro
J. T. WALL & CO.
You Don't Buy Clothing ought.
Magnificent
Overcoats!
Rather'. a :suang word
with which' to 'describe our
Overcoats,-but nothing
more mild couli cover the
territory or do our new
long swageer Overcoats
justice.
It doesn't matter what
shape or size or kind of
inan you, are if you axe an
Overcoat seeker you'll find what you are
looking for at this store.
The Styles That Are Just Out!
The Colors That Are Just Seen!
Materials That Are Just Right!
• YOUR OVERCOAT
• IS HERE!
Come and ace if it isn't. $6, $7.50. $10.00
and $15.00 and up-more than full value at
any price along the line.
WQW
HOPPER a. KITCHEN
Are the busiest people
in town
Opening Up
Christmas Goods.
They are going to have the largest stock
of new novelties ever brought here, and it
will pay you to stop in and take a look;
Beautiful Pictures,
Books,
Cut Glass,
Busts,
Golden Novelties,
and dainty things for
Christmas Presents!
fAeNt.PIMPMWMAN'AMPARMAA
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD. Effective April 13th.
NORTH. SOUTH.
Vo 62 St Louis Express 9.50 a m No 51 St Louis Express 6'30 p m
No 54 St Louis Fast ..9:60 p m No 68 St Louis Fest Mail ....6:40 • na
No 92 Chicago and St- No 91 Chicago and St..
Louis Limited 6.40 a m Louis Limited 11:58 p u.
No 66 Hopkinsville Acoom 8:46 pm No 66 Hopkinsville Aecom..4:16 a in
Noe 62 and 34 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 58 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also eonne
'Memphis and way points. R. M. SLATER, AO.
L•Hopkinsville
Ar Princeton
Ar Henderson
Ar Evansville
Li, Princeton
Ar Louisville
Lv Prinoetor,
Ar Peducah
lAr Memphis
ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday, April lath
No 382 daily. No 884 daily
11 80a in
12 86 pm
6 26 p m
6 16 p m
12 48 pm
6 86 p m
1 66 p r
SI6pnI
10 40 p in
, NA or Nmel vr daily0 rl et,xn 9 86 a m
t Sunday Ar at Hopkinsville 9:80 a la
:No 386 Sunday on arrives at Hopkinsville 10.86 a in
1 No 888 Arnit Hop villa lop No Nil A r Hopktnvville • SO p as1W. A. KlILLOND,"A. U. P. A. 14. SHISIVOOD, Aft.,
Louisville. Ky. Hepktamrille,
A. H. Harrsoe, G. P. A., Chicago,
No 340 daily.
Ex. Sunday
4.80 p m
6.30 p m
No 888 Sun
day only.
8.86 p in
4.40 p in
,n„„*.nrodt.nnen-
6 00 a m
6 00 a m
9 90 a m
1010 a m
4 66 p m
6 10 a at
7 FAO a m
Daily
2.44 a in
7.46 • in
2.24 a in
8.87 a in
8.26,a m
7.16p in
I • •
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THE NEW ERA
— t -
New Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER WOOD, President.
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hoplcinsville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
rteeareeet ar postorticis In Hopktnevt11,
ea second-class men master
Friday, Dec. 5, 1902
SUPPLEMENT.
TO BE LAID BY JUNE
RAILS FROM NASHVILLE
TO HOPKINSVILLE.
Local Line Lighter Work
Than the Clarksville
Division.
'On Juue 1," said _Chief Engineer
R. E. Harwood of the Tennessee
 
 
Central, in an interview. -we expect
The State Primary, to have rails laid from Nashville to
Hopkinsville._ The Hopkinsville line
We publish below, in part, an in is lighter work than the Clarksville
Wresting editothsi from the Twice-a- division, and we will probably have
Week Gazette, published in Clinton., completed it by the time the road
Hickman county. (min Nashville to Clarksville is
The "masses" ,are against conven ready. There is no railroad south of
tions—of this there can be no doubt. the Ohio river that can .ay 1 claim to
In receu: years conventiens have a lower grade per cent. and smaller
been provocative of bitterness aud maximum curvature that HieT,,nnes-
scandal without end, and we hav•• see Central. The. division we have
no reason to took for all impieve- just begun upon will keep well with-
ment in their tone. Primary elec- in the standards established by the
tions have been deinauded in all the other parts of the railroad. The
congressioeal and minor districts 01 heaviest grade will be 8-111 wad the
the state. and where held have, in maximum grade 4 degrees.
the main. quieted the bad blood in "The Tennessee Central has adopt.
the party. This being true, why ed a new plan in the construction of
should we look any untoward results the last thirty miles. Instead of let-
in a general "'tate primary if held? ting out several miles of road to the
Why not the rather look for that various sub-contractors, each con-
very balm of Gilead we have been tractor is Blotted to one mile. By
yearning and struirglitig for since the this arrangement it is hoped to se-
Music Hall convent ion:"I' his writer cure better and more speedy work.
has not been one ef these to cast slurs -W. J. Oliver it Co., the contrac-
upon the Music Ilan convention, tors for the Clarksville line and the
but he has heard enough to eon- greater part ef tlo• terminal Ill.,. are
vines him that many thousands of the contractors for this line ef read.
Democrats rest under the impressien It will be made uniform iii every
that some sort of a bunco game was particular with the balance 1 the
successfully worked there, and to railroad.
that convention we may cnargn the "The heaviest work on the lisp-
swift rising in the t: le :of senthnent kinsville line is f.iund within SeVell
averse to con venti•ms of all kinds, or eight miles of Clarks‘ ill.'. The
May it then not he wi iLto go. iced cuts and fills here are rather severe.
to this sentiment—whether well or There will be five ieeel structures on
Ill founded—and let t he voters to the hes, one of which w ill be
the polls and directly express I heir bridge over the Little West Fork.-
choice among the-various :.tat.- can.
didates, permitting the honer,: of
party endorsement to rest upon these
• men who obtain a •,:reater number of
votes than /ley oh their respective
opponents, whether a majority of all
votes cast are merely a plura!ity?.
A state primary .is of course an in-
novation upon long established Kens
tucky custom in such matters, but
this is an age of innovations and we
have changed a lot of things within
the last ten years. In other southern
states such primaries have been held
with no evil effects disceruible at
th is istance. The s17.e. may be true
here. 
It is nrged against the primary
that it will prove so very expensive
that none but rich metican enter.
The fact is that none but men who
can command more money than the
office is worth can afford to go into a
conventien. Nine times in ten the
man who goes to a convention at
Louisville either spends himself or
causes his friend; to spend snore than
it will cost to get hie-name on the
ballots in a state primary, matters
not what price the cotpuittee puts
upon the privilege. Let us be honest
about this thing, and not 'trounce the
committee because we think it will
be the popular thing to do to bolster
up our own weak cause.
It is charged, and very likely it is
true, that (joy. Beckham prefers a
primary, and that the committee
acted in response to his known de-
sire's. If (boy. Beckham prefers a
primary it. shows that lie is willing
to go to the fountain-head for an en-
dosemene, There is no great harm
in that. Far the etintrary. • • •
Few of the candidates for the mi-
nor offices have openly declared
themselves. and lime. hail Kahl Ile
will refuse u etilmilt his name
a primary.
personal Plot•
Press Tuesday 's daily.
Mr. John Day and datighter have
returned to Louisville after a visit to
friends in the city.
President and Mrs. Edmund Har-
rison, of Bethel Female college. have
returned from Louisville.
Dr. and Mrs. W. V. Neel have re-
turned from Henderson where they
visited friends and relatives.
Mesdames Jetinie and A'ill }A-
wards, of Lafayette, are visiting
Mrs. Will Cheatham en Seta!' Air-
glide street.
Just five years ago today Col. Jere
Baxter went into Cumberland coun-
ty with his railroad Then the wealth
of the county was rated at $900,0U0.
Today it is rated at $3.000,0i10. Liv-
ingston Enterprise.
H. C. McCreary ix Co.. who have
the contract for building the T. C.
road to Hopkinsville, today opened
their headquarters on the third floor
of the Glenn building on third street.
Engineer E. Blanchard has moved
his office to the same building, Wa-
in two rooms on the third floor.—
Clarksville Times-Journal.
Some County Orders of More
or Less Local In-
terest.
•
W. It. Putman has been appoilite•
a special deputy sheriff.
Road Supervisor T. J. McReynold-
was allowed $100 as salary for N..-
vember.
James M. Clark presented his
commission from (jov. Beckham and
qualified as magistrate in the Fruit
Hill district. with Geo. H. Myers
and J. It. Cavanah as sureties.
Ward and J. I). Ciaggett were ap-
pointed administrators of the estate
of the late S. H. Claggett, with Har-
ry Claggett, Mrs. Laura Ford and E.
B._ Long as sureties. J. R: Caud le, W.
A. Glass and C. L. Dade were ap-
pointed appraisers of the estate.
A. M. Henry was appointed deputy
einclit court clerk.
Toe will of Constance Davie was
probated. with W. W. Kirkpatrick
RS exeetiter.
Basil itobards was appointed over-
seer of the Con! road from Crofton to
1,111 Dutitilinr hill,
tireen Moore w as appointed over-
seef it the Hamby precinct road.
----wo•  ea.-- -
Big Toy Store.
Mr. Joe rPool has rented the cor-
ner storeroom in the Garnett. build-
ing. formerly occupied by the Rich-
ards Co., and will put in a big stock
of Chrietmas
cZ, Mt
Oars Oa The (A Hare titters auki
%wan
ef
CONGR ESS
RECEIVES
MESSAGE.
PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
NEW ERA PUBLISHES FULL DOCUMENT.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON. D. C., Dec. 2.—
President Roosevelt's message Was
received by congress at noon today
and was read at length in each !muse
by the clerks. 1
The president felicitates the coun-
try upon its unbounded prosperity.
He refers at length to the question of
the regulation of giant business com-
bines and says experience shows
that necessary eupervision can not
be obtained by state action, and.
that we should not shrink from
amending the constittution if that is
necessary in order to place the trusts
under national control. "We are .not
hostile to them," he says if the com-
binations, ,"We are merely deter-
mined they shall be handled in a
way to Subserve the public good."
The tariff, immigration laws and the
labor question are next treated. Ile
express the hope that it secretary of
cemineree will be created. ,He hopes
soon to submit to the senate a reci-
procity treaty with Cuba.. Ile also
applauds the action of congress
in providing: for the iconstruc-
Lion of an isthmian canal and
says the work should be -car-
ried out without regard tol.chturges
in administration. The einiditions
of the army and navy take Up a large
amormtiaameexce,
part of the message. A great variety
of subjects are discussed, although
the message is not of unusual length.
It follows in full: •
To the Eltnatc and Douse or Lepresente-tires: .
We still continue in -a period of un-
bounded prosperity., This prosperity Is
not the creature of law. but undou:sissdb
tho laws under which we work have been
Instrumental in creating the cancli..,na
which made It possible. and by unwice 1,.g-
islation -ft would be mak vmough to d-••::.i.v
It. There will undoubtedly be periods oi
depression. The wave will recede, but the
greatly, but we cannot uvula
the civil war, the sons of the men who
and resolute of will. Ours is not the
creed of the weakling and the coWard;
ours is the gospel of hope and of tri-
umphatit endeavor. We du not shrink
from the struggle before us. There are
lug our future even larger than the past.
or tor weal one place must 0e.veal ainoug
or succeed
Ignobly and shiunefulty.
had Iron In their Sham!, rejoice lu the
present and face the future nigh of heart
Such a nation so placed will surely wrest '
success from fortune.
In the world, and we are bent upon faith-
yt11.111 have delitutely tleciOad mat. tdr woe
the endeavor from which either great
failure or great succaosianust come. t.ven
U we should try, all tnat would fonow
would be Burt We shoold play a large part
In particular the events of Inc last t- at
the nations. Moe may either tail great.y
if we would we cannot nosy a small part.
on a continent Ranked by two great
dcemm. It is composed of men the de-
scendants of 1,ioneers or, in • 51:11/..., pio-
neers tliet.,:isclvts--of men winnowed outfrom among the nations of the old boiler
hy the C44 rgy. boidness ar.d love tit ad-
venture found•in their own eager 
hears.tide will advance. This nation Is seated
As a people we have played • large park
But our people, the sons of the men of
natOtenof°47,,.. 
them. 
and
l'emwe noyi  knowPt hr'7'1 11"ahwaetan twfieoetrhcauese
"wive them well. provided unly that we
lenia abroad and sun graver 
-grave
-ePro-blubtt:
bring to the solution the uuallites of head
and heart which were shown by the men
who in the days of washinsiou founded
thi• government and In the days of Li.-
coin pwaerled --fr."
• t'entrun• d • -I) I'a;..re 2 )
REVENUE AGENT BINH SUES
SHERIFF LEM A. DAVIS FOR 555000
Revenue Agent and Special Com-
missioner Samuel 0. Buckner have
brought suit for 25.000 damages
against Sheriff Lem R. Devis and
prays an injunction restraining him
from interfering with the plaintiff's
collecting franchise taxes for the
years 1896 to 1902. Mr. Buckner af-
firms he was duly appointed by the
fiscal court to list and collect taxes
omitted to be assessed by assessor,
board of valuation and assessment or
railroad commission, hie remunera-
tion to be 20 per centuni of moneys
recovered.
111 ptirsuanee of the authrfifftv Bins
vested In him lie imp; 11;,. flied with
tile state bond of valuation tnd
merriment a petition or millionlii
which it 'NMI shown that the Louis-
ville tit Nashville Railroad the
fillnols Ceetral It. R. Co., the Cutn-
bedew' Telephone dr Telegraph Co.,
the Western Union, Postal Tele-
graph Co., the Dawson Telephone
Co., Pullman Palace Car ('o. Hop.
kinsville Water Co., Hopk
Gas & Lighting Co. and oth
porations were exercising ri
franchise and witS subject t
titivate
r cor-
Oits of
taxa-
tion for county purposes under levies
for the years 1801 to 1912. !sal that
they had not been assessed.
Acting on the petition. Mr. Buck-
ner claims, the state board-774.-
tied the valuation and assessment of
a number of the corporations with
the county clerk. He says lie 'had
collected the taxes from some of
them, all of which he had paid to the
county treasurer after deducting 'his
commissions. He alleges that the
sheriff has executed on all corpora-
tion!' doing business in the county
notices demanding that they pay
him all taxes under the assessment
stated above, claiming-10 be the only
collecting officer authorised by law
to receive and receipt for taxes due
the county, and warning them lie
would hold them responsible for
taxes path! Revenue Agent Buckner.
. I cottage'
and liroadaitreets, 7 rooms, good out-
buildings, Holten', ete.('lii'tili anti
' reasonable terms.The plaintiff says that by moon
nii 
 sumac of goodie None, Iiinuart end
uf the notice*, though they are Ille- residence for sale at good town on
gal, the corporations HOW refuse to busete„, new,
L. & N. R. It. Finn-chum paying
pay him nisei.. He claims $5,000 borbood, ehurches and isebool con-
venient, residenee rooms, waterdamages, alleging that he has been works and modern inTrov entente,
dence, good reasons for selling.
expense by the eheritt attempting to Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carri-
usurp his office, and prays for an in_ age house and all necessnry outbuild-
ings; good cistern and orchard. Twojunction directieg the defendant to acres of land adjoining South Ken-t
call in his notices and to notify the tucky College, $1,500. Will sell this
place at low priet• and on easy terms.corporations be will make no further Elegant two story residence on
corner of 14th and Campbell streets,claim to the right to collect the
fronts 82tai fe et on Campbell streettaxes. Mr. Buckner asks that he be by 185feet to alley, house has 8 rooms
declared the right and proper person and 811 necessary outbuildings, nice
shade trees, fine -garden and grapeto collect the taxes due on the afore- arbor.
Well improved suburban placementioned assessment.
ten acres of nice grounc with resi-put to great trouble, annoyance and
•
ely
trod,
cent,
Mot
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Cores Cholera -
Lharrhoui.Dvsentery, sad
the Bowel trouliks of
Children of Any Age.
Aids Digeoion, RegulatesECTHI NG POWDERS) the Bowels. Strengthens
the Child and MatesCasts Only 25 ceats at Drugts, 1 EETIIING EASY.Or mail reins to C. J. MOFFETT. M. D.. ST. LOUIS. MO.ors. Ia., Jul r 
--Dk. J. Morrill. 
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B. H. STIEr JEWELRY CO
PLACE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDERS NOW!
DIAMONDS. WATCHES, JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE and CUT GLASS!
Are always desirable and make a beautiful and
lasting gift!
Beautiful lines of TOILET WARE,
UMBRELLAS and OPERA GLASSES!
JAS. B. CARR, TREAS. and MCR.
404 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.
SEND CUR (AIM (Mir Prase Plkniton thisAdvrrlist men
113.,MIWV, PkPi9A Plc4V 'V.fl Ai
W. P. Winfrce T. 5. Knigh
Winfra 8r
REAL ESTATE.
The seasan of the year wheii people want to buy real f-state is at hand,
and we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
"We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnishprospective customere conveyance to look at property .without cost to themCome to see us if you want to sell. it costs yon nothing If you fail.
. One water and saw mill combined,170 acres of-hind 4,4 miles north of
and pne small shoal grist -mill, on aHopkinsv i Ile near Madisonville road
good stream, with five , acres ofou L. & N. R. R., lays well and wa-
i ground at a flourishing
-village, in •tered, adapted to fruit cultur3 anti
rich section of .country. Fine sitetruck gardening, oleo stock raising I
ter a flouring mill, good reasons forand fanning. with prospects for min- i selling
and is offered at a bargainends and oil. 'Otteiipat 210 per alciers1
awl would be a flee money maker inHas dwelling with 6 rooms. 
^ handed a thrifty man; twenty ninesbarn and tenant house.
with 16 acres of ground, house 5
from any flouring mill.
50 acres of fine land 1,12 miles from
rooms, good cistern,. stable, poultryRE lp Or ipnkgillat InN di 1 bl Ha Onlil, Cf ;til let e0dil ain)itki eilasgo(20rd
house. carriage bowie, milk house
ele*-teirthoinfg• fairmn ing"limplerilanitrs.
acres of timber. 'Very desirable. i ce1ocnrvo
p rAo psepr le) i ;
mile of mill, post office anti church.
' go with the place.did farm of 210 acres on
; Farm of 406 acres of fine land in liturnpike road 5,1.4 miles from Hop-
Splendid house Of ten rooms, large
kineville- New eight room dwelli:g :
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
with three porches, well arrang
: tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
with hot and cold water, bath tub,
good orchard. Farm in. good condi-
water closet, ete. 2 good stock' barns,
tion and very productive. Will be
_tranery, cabins, &c., with windmill,
ranch of never failing water through
s a ludo: i, dt af abr ma r g;r3i a a.
cres out Nashvilleand in a high state of cultivation and
in excellent neighborlexxi. A model : 8roiumill.e7snfrdol
the farm: All under good wire fence ,
lens f roentni ill) r o pr: ek ,i ngs ov 4 !old' e t awnod.
stock farm. Will be gold cheap.
Farm of 270 mires in Caldwell Co., I story brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good
Ky., 4 miles from Soottsburg anti ' well, 2 large new' barns, stables and
I. C. R. R. and 8 miles from Prince- I granary. This farin will be sold at a
ton Ky. This farm has a good frame , low price and on easy terms.
dwelling lia rooms, gots'. stock barn, I Large two-story house and two
tobacco barn, granary, good out :acres of ground fronting on firsthouses, 2 good wells and fine spring,. ' street and running back to the river.(5) acres of the land is in fine large I 135 acres of land 6 miles from towni near Princteon road, dwelling, twoWhite Oak timber.
A spfendid farm of tiO acres, good , tobacco barns and other out build-
d welling with S rooms. stable. tobacco , lugs price $5 per acre.
barn, apple and peach orehard, extra I Good residence-on corner of Main
fine well, good cistern, plenty of , and 1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
stock water. ii tillet ,..1:-Ir. ;and for- Main by 2101) feet deep. House hiui six
tile and in a high state of c !, v. :,titdi. rooms, good cistern, stable and ne-
On public road within 2 miles of Ora- `omit:tn. out-buildings• For sale.
cey Ky. Will be sold at a bargain ts'i awes of fine land just outside
toll-gate on Palmyra road.$62 per acre
ments 4 miles from Hopkinsv Ile on 3 tracts of land hear Rennettstown,
175 acres of land with im rove-
Madisonville road Cheap $1200. about 300 acres Nylo be converted in-
A beautiful home; two sttny brick to two or three tracts. Sold on easy
I
room with bath fixtures and all inod-- A nice cottag.e on 4th St.,four
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath terms.
ern conveniences; everything new , rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-
and in excellehl repair; house piped' houses and cietern. price $990. 
.
, for writer aut, fries, and wired for 1 wo good residence lots on: Mainlelectricity; gOod cellar, cistern, sty: St. in Hopkinsvflle. well located.i ble and all other necessary obtbuild. The only vacant lets oti West side ofings; nice shade trees. This pro's r-- Mahi St. for sale It a low twice
Elegant lot siOx2n0 ft. on Jesup aye-1 We have the following Florida nue. Good home with 4 large rooms
I ty will be sold at a bargain.
!lands that w-e will sell at low price 2 porches, cistern Outbuildings, shade
I or exchange for farming land in this and fruit trees, Erice $1,40o.
'section: 361 acres in Paeco county, An elegant fartn of 115 acres of
1120 acres in Pasco county, 200 aeres land, on good public road, in one ofi in Hernando ceunty 160 acres in the best neighborhoods in South
• Ifillsborn county. One of the abeve Christian, convenient to postoffice,
I tracts is heavily timbered with the schools and churches, in a high state
i fi t odlow iine and another is of cultivation, gocid dwelling 2 moms
heaviiy timbemi with the pine from and hall,one large tobacco barn,good
, which they maks turpentine. For stables and cow house, buggy house,
2 new cabihs, Smoke house, hen
1 One of the most desirable houses house, new wire fence, niee young
; further description, etc., see us.
. 
In the city for boarding home; cen- orchard, grapes. , rasp-berries andi trally located. convenient to busi- strawberries,plenty of water. very,
. ness and depots witbin one square desirable, will be sold cheap and on
' of Main St. eaey terms. .
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles Some beautiful vacant lotsen Wal-1(ruin Bennetstown Ky. Good house nut street. . •
3 rooms, tenant house, good vi•ell. 400 acres of desirable fanning load
large tobacco barn, good frame sta- In Montgomery cohnty. Tenn, heata-ble 28x110 feet,40 acres in fine timber, ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
good level land anti a tlesirable farm Ky. price $5.00 per acre.
convenient to eel i le and churches. Fine farm of 2teracres in, neigh-borhood of Howell, Ky., at R greatand on good road.. 
ti
Very desirable suburban residents*,
bargain.
home. two stories, fl rooms, new and
lir gli011 POPHir, but 7 acre* of land,just outside the eity limits tin two of
the bort street. !-
A nice residuum, at Casky. Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six -room cottage and
two , room office In yard; good
servants house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all necessary out buildings; splendid
shade and fruit troes, never failing
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 5 miles from
Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
the whole distance:, Splendid locat-
ion for a doctor.
An elegant farm of 120 acres on
Cox Mill Road 4 miles front Hopkin-
sville; well improved, good dwell-
ing, 6 rooms, stableis, granary, corn
and all necessary out houses; first
class land in fine condition.
Valuable store room on Main
street. One of the best business loca-
tions in the city.
e„.
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CONGRESS
MESSAGE.
1Continlied from Page I
msemeams......... erre occupied a meter
plane ot material well being than oura at
the preeent moment. Thie well being is
due to no sudden or •ccidental causes, but
to the play of the economic forces In thus
eoentry for over a century; tu our laws.
our sustained and continuous policies.
above all, to the high individual average
of our citizenship. Came fortunes have
been won by those w ho have taken the
lead in this phenemenal industrial devel-
opment. and most of these fortunes have
bein won not by doing eve, but as nn in-
cident to action which has benented the
community as a whole. Never before has
material well being been so widely dif-
fused among our people. Great fortunea
have bmm accumulated, and yet in the
aggregate these fortunes tire small in-
deed schen compared to the wealth of the
people its a whole. The p in people are
better oft than they have ever been be-
fore. The insurance co antes, which
are practically mutual besetit societies-.
eepecially helpful to men of moderate
means-represent accumulations of capi-
tal which are among the largest In this
country. There are more deposits in the
savings banks, more owners of farms.
more well paid wageworkerm in thia coun-
try now than ever before in our history.
uf course when the conditions have fa-
vored the rowth of so much that was
good they ave also favored somewhat
the growth of what was evil. It is emi-
nently necessary that we should endeavor
to cut out tnis evil, but let us keep a due
eenee of proportion; let us not in fixing
our gaze upon the lesser evil forget the
• greater good. The evils are real, and
some of them are menacing. but they are
the outgrowth not of misery or decadence.
but of prosperity. of the progress of our
gigantic industrial development. This in-
dustrial development must not be checked,
but side by side with It should o such
progrissive regulation as will iminish
the evils. We should fall in our duty if
we did not try to remedy the evils, but we
shall succeed only if we proceed patient-
ly. with pramical common sense as well
as resolution. separating the good from
the bad and hoiding on to the former
while endeavoring to get rid of the latter.
in my message to the present congress
at its first session I discussed at length .
the question of the regulation of those
big corporations commonly doing an in-
cy to monopoly, which it popularly
terstate business. often watt ?some linden-
known as trusts. The experience of the
past year has emphasized. in my opinion,
the desirability of the steps I then pro-
posed. A fundamental requisite of social
eRiclency is a high standard of individual
energy and excellence, but this is in no-
wise inconsistent with power to act in
combination for alms which cannot so
well be achieved by the Individual acting
alone. A fundamental base of civilization
is the inviolability of property; but this is
in nowise inconsistent, with the right of
society to regelate the exercise of the
artificial powers whfreh it confers upon the
owners of property 'under the name of cor-
porate franchises in such a wav as to
prevent the misuse of these powers. Cor-
porations, and espeeially combinations of
corporations. should be managed under
public regulation. Experience has shown
that under our system of government the
necessary supervision cannot be obtained
by Mate action. It must therefore be
achieved by national action. Our aim is
not to do away with corporations. On the
contrary, these big aggregations are an
inevitable development of modern Indus-
trialisro. and the effort to destroy them
would be futile unless accomplished in
ways that would work the utmost mis-
chief to the entire body politic. We can
do nothing of good in the way of regulat-
ing and supervising these corporations
until we fix clearly in our minds that we
are not attacking the corporations. but
endeavoring to do away with any evil in
them. We are nut hostile tp them. We '
'are merely determine.] that they shall be
so handled as to subeerve tha public good. :
We draw the line against misconduct, not ,
Against wealth. The capItallat who, alone i
or in conjunction with his fellows. per- ,
forms some great industrial feat by which
he wins money Is a welidoer. not a wrong-
doer. provided only he work• in proper ,
•nd legitimate lines. Wo wish to favor
ae, h a man when he does well. We wish
to supervise and control his actions only
to prevent him from doing III. Ptiblicity
t an do no harm to the honest corporation, !
and we need not be overtetider about
In curbing and regulating the tombine- i
sparing the dishonest eorporation.
lions of capital which are or may become
lajuriotis to the public we must be care-
ful not to stop the great enterprises which
have legitimately reduced the cost of pro-
duction. not to abandon the place which
Der country has won in the leadership of
the international Industrial world. not tn
ntrik.. down wealth with the result of
closing factories anti min. s, of turning
the wageworker Idle in the stweet• •nd
leaving the farmer without a market for
what tie grows. Insistence upon the Im-
possible means delay In achieving the pea- :
sible exaltedly as, on the other hand, the
stubborn defense alike of what is goe.I .
and what is bad in the existing system. I
the resolute effort to obstruct any ne I
tempt at betterment. betrays blindness to
the historic truth that wine evolution is
the sure sanguard against revolution.
No more important subject can come
before the renames than this of the regu-
lation of interstate business. Thtn country ,
centime afford to sit supine on `the plea ,
Abet under cow peculiar system of govern- '
a event we are helpless+ In the presence of
the new conaltiens and unnlee to grapple
. •
. 
.
ha• erisen in conneetien with them. The •
state aim:some is an abeeliate and tin-
power et' tee congress to regulate inter- I
qualified emnt and -with, ut limitations ,
other than chime mem-Mimi by the conste '
anion. The congress has tonetitotional 1
• authority to make till Incas Tememary and ,
proper for executing this power. and I am'
satisfied that this power has not been ex-
hatested by any lerielntion nos- on the
statute bookie It is eve:en ' therefore.
dom and entellines reetreint tt in rational
f..
that evils nuerimiee rt. com . ev.i .1 free-
comotorce heti e it'ain the regullatIve Pow-
er of the centermen f ni tem it wise and
IWOSOni.1de ii•rw Ko o t te. a immemeire ;roe
proper ex-I-elle cf canes-sun...no atithority mote a monopoly which works ill, no pro-to the end that suce . vila shotild be erad- tectIonist would object to such reductiontented. of the dute as would equalize competition.
I Steliave that ni atopollea. unjust din- In my judgment. the tariff on anthracite
crimmationa which prevent or cripple coal should be removed and anthracite
s competition, fraudulent overcapitalization pie actually. where It now is nominally.
and other evils In trust organisations and on the free list. This would have no effecta — at all save lit crises; but in crises It mightbe of servile to the people.
Interest Mites are a potent factor in
business activity. and In order that these
rates num lei equalized to meet the vary-ing nem!" of the seasons and of widely
separated communities. and to prevent the
recurrente of financial etringencies which
injurionsly affect legitimate business, it
is necessary that there should be an ele-
ment of clacticity in our monetary sys-
tem. Banks are the natural servants of
commerce, and upon them ehould be
plaeed. as far as practieahle, the burden
of furnishing and maintaining a circula-
tion adequate to supply the needs of our
diversified industries and of our domestic
and foreign commerce, and the issue of
this should, be so regulated that a sufit-
. lent supply should be alway a mailable
for the. business intemets of tlie cesuntry.
It would be both , unwise and unneces-
eery at this time to attempt to recon-
struct our financial system. which has
been the growth of a century, but some
additional legislation is, I think, desirable
The mere outlive of any plan eufficiently
eomprehensive to meet theme requirements
would tranagreem the appropriate limits
of this communication. It is suggested,
however. that all future legis •ticon on the
subject should be with the Mew of en- , aom„:,inttfti-nruoeffrit...1eolif(7 all administrations
couraging Ot e use of much instrumentall- t bill proposed ty the seem tary of wer het
legitimate demand of preduetive Indus- i America and of importance to all the army from West Point. they protease- 
nation has Men dm to the oa ration of the !eme-tics its will automaticelly supply every ; The canal will be of great benefit to year. When the young officers enter te -•
tries and of commerce. net only in the world. It will be of admintege to us in- , stand above their compeers in tiny ether 
,neteha:IcInrw„.En,:nin,,tht: otthheerh.hns,n:t, „lode:Imo:yet be:mut:1s.
amount. but In the chat-meter of circula. dustriany and also net Improving our mil- military eervice. Every effort shoutd be 
.1i:7e til:e..fattelte tpits„.t i.,n,,,iniuletreriafroinet7vescli:aLsdthteomus:
eon, and of making all kinds et money nary position. It will be of advantage to made by training. by reward of merit: by the same taro, ..r il pa.,orc land Ott hit brother,interehatatesiee and, at the will of the the countries of -tropical America. It is scrutiny Into their careers and capacity. me heinsen ieme is same' to tee of arable land.holder. -.invertible Into the established earnestly to be hoped that all of these to keep them of the fume high relativegold standatel. One hundree an! testy asses of hilly rich gel
of priming a proper immigration law, coy- Invite to their shores tomMeree and Im- ization of the militia system end for see es no one embi get a living from lin germ of
ferfreill.,2wfmatel.r ..-id meuaiy1 olir.,'t, .vizeulitocuy niantlps,r,,estnyi.mx,,,.i
1 conntries will do as some of them have exit. Pence throughout their careers.I again cal your attention to the need already done with signal success and will The measure providing for tire re-organ-
sting the mate outlined in my message Prove their Material conditional by ',cog- curteg the highest efficiency in the natirtn- my melee land (nestle et mitperting at theto you at tn. first seesion of the pt.«. nt rising that stability and order are the al guard, which has silently teemed the °mom only otte heal ef came ro may ten sae&congress. Substantially such a bill has preretresites of successful development. house, should reeetvei prompt attention hi the past grest irsms te ths poslie amain
' No independent nation in America need •nd action. It is of great Importenre that . ha.« been fenced in he lemons hoeing no tele
already' patient V-- hettee.
-______....____ 
. 
--
. ____ 
-
I pre, teas alit, h team...my :ea. t infs.-
, state trade can be prevented under the
power of the toner/is to "regulate corn-
. mete et with foreign nations anti among
i the several states" through regulations
; and requirements operating directly upun
such cernint r, e. the instrumentalities
I therm a viol these engaged therein. -tem ia ration of the congress wisa a viewI c srreily recommend this subject to the
; to i a • ssessage. of a law reasonable in it 3
! presi li' LIS sine effecitive in lis operatione.
epee sei iela the questions can be finalle
' adjaatte .:e I t..at to•w raise doubts as to
,h , a e asey . f coseteutIonal amend-
ment ' if it wove (infeasible to accom-
plish the pm-penes ab.. i 0 set forth by such
I
a. le w. tie u assuredly we should not
shrink from amending the constitution si
as to secure beyond peradventure the
power seught.
The eons-rots has not heretofore made
any appropriation for the better enforee-
mem of the antitrust law as it now
statels. Vim- enech has been done by the
dip. mitten' of Justice in securing the en-
tennoanent of this law, but much more
cotial be done if congress would make a
epecial appropriation for this purpose, to
tie expaeled tusder the direction of the
i &Morn. y generel.
. One propoaition advocated him been the
I red um Ion ef the ta riff as a means of
, reaching the evile of the trusts which fall
1 within the eat tt gory I have described.Mot merely would this be wholly Metter-
, live. boot the diversion of our efforts in
I emit edict:01mi would tnean the alien-
' donne nt cf all intelligent attempt to do
; mime mith these evils. Many of the lar-
I gest • mor .. mns. ninny of those which
should ermittly be included in any proper
ncherre of regulation, would not be af-
Shame in the alighteet degree by a change
iii the tariff. save as such change inter-
fered thitit the general prosperity of the
comery. Tee only relation of the tariff
to I; g corperatIons as a whole is that the
tariff makes manufacture* profitable. and
the tarifa remedy proposed would be in
efsn't eitap!). to make manufactures un-
profitable. To remove the tariff as a
punitiye nieasure directed against trusts
would Inevi•ably result in ruin to the
weaker competitors who are struggling
against them. Our aim should be not by
nnwiee tariff changes to give foreign prod-
ucts the :Meantime over domestic prod-
uces. but by proper regulation to give do-
mestic competition a Mir chance. aria
this end cannot he rearlied by any tariff
changt s which would atfeet unfavorably
all doinesee competitors, good and bad
iiliki. The question of regulation of the
truets islands apart from the question of
tariff avision.
Stabilgy of economic policy must al-
ways be the prime economic need of this
country. Thls stability should not be foe-
sinzation. The country has acquk.m. sl
in the wiedom of the protective terift
principle. It is exceedingly undesirable
that thie system should be destroyee or
that there should' bci violent and radical
changes therten. Our past experience
shows that great prosperity in thus coun-
try' has always esntla under a protective tar-
iff and that the country cannot- prosper
uctier fitful tariff changes at short inter-
vain. Moreoter, If the tariff laws as a
whole week well and if business has pros-
pered under them and is prospering. it is
better to endure for a time slight incon-
veniences anti inequalities le some sched-
ules gnan to upset businees by too quick
aria tuo radical changes. It is most ear-
n, stly to be wished that we could treat
the tariff from the standpoint solely of
our business needs. It is. perhaps. too
much to hope that partisanship may be
entirely exceeded from consideration of
the subject. but at least it can be made
secondary to the business interests ot the
country-that la to the interests of our
people as a whole. Unquetstionably these
business interests will best be served if
togetler with fixity of principle as re-
ards the tariff we combine a sestem
which will permit us from time to time to
make the nesessary reapplication of the
principle to the shifting national neeas.
We must take scrupulous care that the
reapplication shall be made in such a way
that It will not amount tu a dislocation of
.. . .
to eimak ink the performance. would pro-
duce paean:Isis in the business energieia
of the community. The nrst considera-
tion in making these changes would, of
course. be to preserve the principle which
underlies our whole tariff syetem-that is,
the principle of putting American busi-
ness Intereets at leaet WI a full equality
with interests' a ond and of always al-
Iftwningeort eanriffife e ,tf il,-fatrenote dlnywtonnifofr,e
lal%r cosvt here and afiroaed. The well be-
ing of the wageworker. like the well be-ing of the tiller of the soil, ahould be
treated as an essential in shaping our
whole ecunotnic policy. There Intlat never
be any change which will jeopardize the
standard of comfort, the standard of
wages, of the American wageworker.
One way in which the readjustment
sought elm be reached is hy reciprocity
treaties. It is greatly to be desired that
such treaties may be adopted. They can
be Used tO widen our markets and to give
a greater field for the activities of our
produeers on the one hund. and on the
either hand to secure in practical shape
the it-tweeting of duties when they nre no
longer needed for protection among our
own people or when the minimum et dam-
s/se dun.. trey lie disregarded for the sak•
of the maximum of Kemal meomplisitel.
If 11 prove irrameatile to ratify the pend-ing trestles and if theme seeM to be no
warrant for the •ndeavor to commits. oth.
ers or to amend the pending treaties so
that they con be ratified. then the same
end 
—to tioetiro reclprocity-should be met
by direct I...sedation.
Wherever the tariff conditions are such
that a needed ehange cannot with advan-
tage tie made by the •pplicetion of the
reciprocity idea. then it eun be made out-
right by a lowering of duties on a given
product. It possible. such change should
be Made only after the fullest mineidera•
lion be practised experts. who should ap-
prem.), the etteject from a business stand-
point. having in view both the particular
interests Affected and the commerelal well
being of the people as a whole. The ma-
chinery for providing such careful Inves-
tigation can readily be supplied. The ex-
ecutive department has already at its
disposal methods of collecting facts and
figures. And if the congrees demires addi-
tional consideration to that which will be
given the subject by its own committees,
then a commission of loneness experts can
he appointed whose duty it should be to
eerommend action by the congrees after
a deliberate and *dentine examination of
the various! schedules as they are affected
lie the changed and changing conditions.
The unhurried and unbiased report of this
commission would show what changes
should be made in the various schedules
and how far these changes could go with-
oitt also changing the great prosperity
which this cutustry is now enjoying or
upsetting its fiffei economic policy.
The cases in which the tariff can pro-
duce a mogopoly are so few as to consti-
tute an innisiderable factor in the ques-
ti • le of course. if en any case it be
ound that a given rate of duty does pro-
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i e e te sesure falr tmetment alike furlabor and tor capital, how to hoed in
cies k the unscrupulous :tan whsthee em-
ployer or employee, wt hout weakening
Individual initiative, w. bout hampering
and cratnieng the intim 1 Mal dt veloptneet
of thet country, is a proe em fraught Meth
well as of devotion to the right. Ti is is
great difficulties end o le which it s ofthe highest importance .o eolve on ines
of sanity and farsighted sornmon atm e as
an era of federatton and combination.
Exactly as business men find they Muse
often work through corporations. and as
it is a constant tendency of these cor ora-.1
tions to grow larger, so it is Mani n ees-
miry for laboring men to work in f eta-
Cons, and these have become Importantfactors of modern industrial Illfe. Dothkinds of feleration. capitelistle and labor,
can do notch gcod, end as a neeeseery
corollary they can both do evil. Opposi-
tion to each kind of organization shouldtake the form of opposition to whatever ishad in the conduct of any given cormra-don or union, not of attacks upon cor-porations nil such nor upon unions as
such, for some of the most farreachlngbenellcent work for our people has earn
accomplished through both corpora Hong
and uniona. Fetch must refrain Mona ar-bitrary or tvrannous Interference Withthe righta of others. organized cattail
and organized latter alike should reniem-bee that in the long run the interest of
each must be brought into harmony WithUm interest of the general public, and the
conduct of each must conform to thefundamental rules of obedience to thelaw, of individual freedom and of justice
and fair denling toward all. Each should
remember that In addition to power It
must st rive after the rea !teat ion ofhealthy, lofty and generous ideal*. Every'
employer, ev. ry wageworker, must beguarenteett Ms Ilherty and his right to doim he Lias eith Ills property or his labor
so long as lie dors not infringe upun the
Hetes of others. It Is of the Wittiest Mi.
nertance that employer and employee
alike 'Mould endeavor to appreelate inchthe viewpeint of the other and the suredisaster Out will come upon both In thelong run if either grows tu take as !inlet-
ual an attitude of sour hoetility and dis-trust tonard the other. tow people de•
serve better of the country than these rep-
resentatives botu of capital anti taiga-
and there aro many such-who work ton-tinually t . bring about a good understand-ing of this kind. based upon wisdom and
upon berme and kindly sympathy betveettn
employers end employed. Above all, we
need to remember that any Med of class
animisity in the political world is, If pos-
sible, even more wicked. even more de-
structive to national welfare, than sec-tional. race or religious animosity. We
ca n get good government only upon condi-tion that we keep true to the principles(dein which this nation was founded andjudge each man not as a part of a class,bet upon his individual merits. All that
we have a right to ask of any man, rich
or poor, whatever his creed, his occupa-tion. his hirthplace or his residencee isthat he shall act well and honorably hyhis neighbor and by his country. We re
neither for the rich man as such nor o
the poor man as such; we are for the p.
right man. rich or poor. So far as he
constitutional powers of the national g iv-
ernment touch these matters of gentiral
and vital moment to the nation, H ey
should be exercised in conformity withthe principles above set forth.
It is earnestly hoped that a secretary of
commerce may be created. with a seat inthe cos-tenet. The rapid multiplication ofquestions affecting labor and capital, he
growth and complexity of the urgent -
Maus through which both labor and capi-
tal now find expression. the steady tend-
ency toward the employment of capital inhuge corporations and the wonderful
strides of this country toward leadermhip
In the International business world justify
an urgent demand for the creatien of
such a position. Substantially all theleading commercial bodies in this ceuntryhave united In requesting its creation. Itla desirable that some sueh measure asthat which has already, passed the senatebe enacted into law. The creation of steel'
a department would in itself be an ad-
vance toward dealing with and emir-tieingsupervision over the whele subjeet of thegreat corporatiens doing an interstate
businese. fold with this end in view the
congress ?hostel endow the department
with large powers. which could tse in-
creased as experience might show the
need. 
.
I hope soon to submit to the senate a
reedprocity treaty with Cuba. On May allast the United States kept its promise to
the island by formally vacating Cuban soil
and turning Cuba over to those whom her
own people had chosen as the drat officials
of the new republic.
Cuba lies at our doors. and whatever af-fects her for good or for ill aftmes us elan.
So much have our people felt this that in
the Platt amendment we definitely took
the ground that Cuba must hereafter have
closer peddle:it relations with us than with
any other power. Thus in a sense Cubahas become a part of rem internalitonal
politimil system. This makes it necessary
that In return the !Mould be given some of
the benefits of becoming pnrt of our seem
Drente gyeteM. It he from our own stand-
Point. a Shortslaitted and mischievous pol-io' to fall to recognise Boa need, More.
over, It is Unworthy of a mighty and gen•
*roue nation. Itself the greatest and most
IMentisful republic In history, to refuse to
Stretch out • helping hand to • young and
weak sister republic just entering upon
ltli career of independence. We should •I-
ways fearlemly In•ist upon our rights in
the face of lite strong, and we should with
ungrudging hand do our generous duty
by the wealt. I urge the adoption of reci-
procity with Cuba not only because it la
eminently for our own interests to control
the Cuban market and by every means to
foster our •upremacy in the tropical lands
and waters south of us, but also because
we of the giant republic of the north
'should make all our Mater nations of the
American continent feel that whenever
they will permit it we desire to show our-
selves disinterestedly and effectively their
friend.
A convention with Great Britain has
been concluded, which will be at once laid
before the senate for ratifiratton, provid-
ing for reciproeal trade arrangements be-
tween the United States and Newfound-
land on substantially the lines of the con-
vention formerly negotiated by the secre-
tary of state, Mr. Blaine. I believe reclp-
roral trade relations will be greatly to the
advantage of both countries.
As civilization grows warfare becomes
less and less the normal condition ot for-
eign relations. The last century has
seen a merited diminution of wars be-
tween civilized powers. Wars with un-
civilized powers are largely mere matters
of international police duty, essential for
the welfare of the world. Wherever pos.
sible arbitration or some similar method
ehould be employed in lieu of war to settle
difficulties between civilised nations, al-
though as yet the world has not pro-
gressed trutliciently to render it possible
or necessetrily desirable to invoke arbitra-
tion in every case. The formation of the
international tribunal which sits at The
Hamm is an event of good omen from
which great consequences for the welfare
of all mankind may flow. It is far better
where taoasible to invoke such a perma-
nent tribunal Odin to create epoch.' arbi-
trators for a given purpose.
It in a matter of sincere congratulation
to our coontry that the United States and
Mexico should have been the first to use
the good offices of The Hague court. This
wns done last summer with most satis-
factory results in the caee of a claim at
Issue between us and our sister republic.
It IS earnestly to be hoped that this first
cape will serve as a precedent for others.
In which not only the United States but
foreign nations may take advantage of
the machinery already 1n existence at
Thf
econmarctegilen.d to the favorable considera-
tion of the congress the Hawaiian fire
claims. which were the subject of careful
Investigation during.the last session.
The congress has wisely provided that
we shall build at once an isthmian canal.
if possible et Panama. The attorney gen-
eral reports that we can undoubtedly ac-
quire goeel title from the French Panama
canal company. Negotiations are now
pending with (Mlombia to secure her as-
sent to our building the canal. This canal
will be one of the greatest engineering
feats of the twentieth eenturv, a greater
engineering feat than has yet been ac-
complished during the history of mankind.
The work sliould be carried out as a con-
titoilna polley without regard to change
of tsdministrution, and It shoula be begun
under circumstances which will make it
ie tee slightest fear ef aggression fromtoe lineal Stales. It echooves each one
to meintain order withia ita Own borders
and to discharge its j it obligations toforeigners When this r done, they can
rest assured theta be Mee strong or weak.they- have nothing to dread from outsideinterferenee. mere and more thmincreas.
interempencienre umi complexity ofinternational political fuel oconothic rela-
tions render it incumbent on all 'civilized
and orderly powers to insist on the properpolicing of the world.
During the fall cf DOI a communication
was addressed to the secretary of state
asking whether permission would be
granted by the president to a corporationto lay a cable from a point on the Call-
Murree coast to the Philippine Islands by
way of Hawaii. A statement of condi-tions or terms upon which such corpora-tion would undertake to lay and operate
a cable was volunteered.
Inasmuch as the congress was shortly to
eouven• and Pacific cable legislation hailbeen the subject of consideration by the
congress for several years, it seemed to
me wise to defer action upon the epplica-
Lion until the congrese had first an oppor-
tunity to act. The conveys adjourned
without taking any aceun, leaving thetwitter in exactly the same condition in
which it stood when the congress con-
vened.
Meanwhile it appears that the Commer-
cial Pacific Cable company had promptly
proeeeded with preparations for laying its
cable. It also made application to the
president for access to said use of sound-ings taken by the United States steamship
Nero fur the purpuse of discovering a
practicuble route for a tranepacific cable,
the company urging that with access to
these soundings It could complete its cable
much sooner than if it were required to
take soundings upon its own ateount.
Pending consideration of this subjet t It
appeared important and desirable to at-
tach certain conditions to the permission
to examine and use the soundings if it
should be granted.
In consequence of this solicit:Mine et the
cable company certain conditions were
formulated, upon which the prexittent was
willing to allow access to these sound-ings and to consent to the landing antilaying of the otter, subject to any altera-
tions or additions thereto imposed by the
elmoress. This was deemed proper, espe-
cially sot It WRS clear that a cable con-
nection of scene kind with China, a for-
eign country. was a part of the colnitany's
plan. This course was, moreover, in ac-
cordance with a line of precedents, inelud-
Mg President Grant's action in the case
of the first French cable. explained to the
congress in his annual messaue of De-
cember, 18:5-. and the instance occurringin 1S78 of the second French cable (men
Brent to St. Pierre, with a branch o,
Cape Cod.
These conditions prescribed. among oth-
er things. a maximum rate for commer-
cial messages and that the company
ehould construct a line from the Philip-
pine islands to China. there tieing ut pres-
ent, as is well known. a British line from
Manila to Hongkong.
The representatives of the cable compa-
ny kept these conditional long under con-
sidenitIon. continuing in the Ineantinle to
prepare for laying the cable: They have.however, at length acceded to them, and
an all American line betwt•en our Pacific
eoast and the Chinese empire by way of
Honolulu and the Philippine islands is
thus provided tor and is expected within
a few months to be ready for business.
Among the conditiona Is one rezerving
the power of the congress to modify or re-
peal any or all of them. A copy of thd
comlitiona Is herewith transmitted.
Of Perto itico it is only necessary to say
that the aroseerity of the island and the
wisdom aith which it has been governed
have Imen stieh as to mike It serve as an
exatraple ef all that is best In insular ad-
ministration.
On July 4 last. on the one hundred and
twenty-sixth anniversary of the deellara-
ton of our independetice, peace and am-
mete were promulgated in the Philippine1st:odes Seme treuble has sieve fromtime to time threatened with the Mohnen-
nesina Moros. bot with the late insurrec-
tothary Filipinos the war has entirely
tensest. Civil government has now beenintroduced. Not only does each Filipino
enjoy such rights to life, liberty and the
pursuit of impitiness as he has never be-
fere kip wn during the recorded history of
the islands, but the people. taken as a
whole. now enjoy a measure of self gov-
ernment greater than that greeted to any
other orientals by any (metre power and
great.- than that enjoyed by any other
orientate under their own gescenmenta
wave the Japanese alien, We, have not
gone tto far in granting these rights ot
liberty and self government. but we linve
certainly gone to the limit that in the in-
terest.. of the Philippine people themselvesit wee. wise or just to go. To hurry mat-
ters. to ea faster than we are now feting,
would entnil calamity on the people of
the Islands. Nu palicy ever entered intoby ths American people has vindicated It-
self In mere signai manner titan the poli-
cy of holding the Philippines. gem fci.
umph of our Anne. abeve all the triumph
of our Men rind principles, has come attun-
e!' then we had uny right to expert. 'fon
much imitate oiling,* be glom to the armyf.,r whet it tom done in the Philippines,
both in wafer.. and from tin etiministra.
live otantlpoint, in preparing thu way for
goveroment, •nd almliar credit be-lenge to the dell euthoritien for tine way
in which they Imam planted the Nerds of
self government in the ground thus made
ready for them. The courage. the un-
flinching endurance. the high soldierly effi-
ciency and the general kind heartedness
rind humanity of our troops have been
strikingly manifested. There now remain
only some IS...00 troops in the islands. All
toid. over toome have been sent there. Of
course there hnve been individual in-
stenos of wrongdoing among them. They
warred under feerful dinieulties of cli-
mate and surroundingn. and under the
strain of the terrible provocations which
they continually received from their foes
occasional instances of cruel retaliation
occurred. Every .ffort has been made to
prevent such cruelties, and tiredly these
efforts have been completely suecessful.
Every effort has also been made to de-
tect and punish the wrongdoers. After
making all alleys-once for these misdeeds
it remains true that few indeed have Leen
the instances in which war has been
waged by a civilized power against semi-
civilized or barbarous forces where there
has been en little wrongdoing by the vic-
tors as In the Philippine Islands. On the
other hand, the amount of difficult, Impor-
tant and beneficent work which has been.,
done is well nigh incalculable.
Taking the work of the army and the,
civil authorities together. it may be ques-
tioned whether anywhere else tn modern
times the world has seen • better exam-
ple of real constructive statesMansitiPthan our people have given in the Philips
pine Wands. High praise should also be
given thore Filipinos- In the aggregate
very numerous-who have accepted the
new condltlens anti joined with our repre-
sentatives to work with hearty good will
for the welfare of the islands.
The nrmy has been reduced to the mini-'
mum allowed by law. It is very small for
the size of the nation and most certainly
should be kept at the higheat point of etti-
cieney. The senior officers are given scant
chance tinder ordinary conditions to ex-
ercise commands commensurate with their
rank under circumetances which would lit
them to do their duty in time of actual
war A system of maneuvering our army
in bodies of some little size has been be-
gun and should be steadily continued.
Without much maneuvers it is folly to ex-
pect that in the event of lamellae., 'with
any serious foe even a small army corps
could be handled to advantage. Both our
officers and enlisted men aro such that
we can take hearty pritle in them. No
better material can be found. But th
must be thoroughly trained. both as Mai-
viduals and In the mass. The marksmen-
ship of the men most receive special at-
tention. In the circumstances of modern
warfare the man must act far more on
his own individual responsibility than
ever before. and the high indivtdosi
clenc of the unit is of the utmost im-
portance. Formerly this unit was the
regiment. It is now nut the regiment, ree
even the tronp or company; it is the ince-
vidual soldier. Every effect must be made
to develop every worlonanitee and sel-
direly quality in bath the officer and the
enlisted man.
I urgently call your attention to Ms)
need of passing a bill providing for a gen-
eral staff and for the reorganization of
the supply de sartments on the lines ef tne
in- e. dation ct the national guard to the
attri vet tomer forces of the United
States eroulti Oelineel and that in place
of rut- present olaelete laws a practical
and einmeet smitten ehotiet es mamma.
Prevision t•eould im testi, to mialee the
morel:try of mar to Map cavelry and am
tit ry horses w-orn oat its perferm-
aline of duty. Such Lem a feteh but atrifle ahem sold, anti rather then turnthem out to tho misery awaiting them
when thus diaposed of it would be betterto employ them at light work around theposte and when aceemary to put them
palter-esti. to death.
For the fiest time In Our history naval
maneuvers on a large scale are being held
under the immediate command id the ad-
mit-al of the navy. Constantly Increasingattention is tieing paid to the gunnery ofthe navy, but it is yet far from what it
should be. I earnestly urge that the in-
crease asked for by the secretary of the
na vy In the a ppropriat inn for improvingthe marksmanship be granted. 111 battlethe only shots that count are the shots
that hit. It neeessary to provide amplefunds for practice with the great guns tntime of mare. These funds must 'provide
not (silly for the purchase of projectiles.bue for allowances for prizes to encour-
age the gun crews. and especially the gunpointers, and for perfecting an intelligent
seitern under which alone it is possible toget good practice.
There slimed be no halt In the work ofbuilding up the navy, providing everyyear additional fighting craft. We are a
very rich country, vast in extent of terri-tory ma great In population, a country.
moreover, which has an army diminutiveindeed when- compared with that of any
other first class power. We have deliber-
ately mule our own certain foreign poli-
cies which demand -the possession of atirst class navy. The isthmian canal willgreatly increase the efficheley of our navyif the navy is of suffielent Mem but it wehave an inadmmate navy then the Meld-ing of the canal would be merely giving ahestage to any power of superior strength.
The Monroe doetrine should be treated aathe cardinal feature of American foreign
Intl it Would be worm° than idleto assert it miless we tntentied to hack ittire and it cen be hacked up only by athoroughly good navy. A good navy Is
not a provocative of war. It is the surestguaranty of peace.
Eaeh indiv unit of our navy shouldbe the most eflicient of its kind as regardsboth material and personnel that is to befound In the world. I call your special
attention to the need of providing for the
'naming of the ships. Serious trouble
threatens us if w« cannot do better than
we are now doing as regards securing the
me-vices of a sufficient numbet of the high-
est type of sallormen, of sea mechanics.
The veteran seamen of our warships are
of as high a type as can he found In any
navy which rides the waters of the world.
They are unsurpassed in daring. In reso-lution, in readineste In thorough kneel-
edge of their professinn. They deserve ev-
ery censideration that can be shown them.
Put there are not enough of them. It is
no more possible to improvise a crew thanit 13 possible to improvise a warship. Tobuild the finest ship. with the deadliestbattery. and to send ft anent with a raw
crew, no matter how brave they were in-
woeld be to irmire disaster if af•m cf average capacity were encountered
Neithcr slaps rem men can be improvised
when war has begun.
We need a thi usand additional officers
In order to preperly man the ships now
prnveled for and under construction. The
classes at the naval school nt Annapolis
shone! he greatly enlarged. At the same
time that we thus add the offirers where
we need them. we should facilitate the re-
tirement of those nt the head of the list
whose usefulnese hne become impaired.
Promotion must he fostered It the service
Is to be kept et/Mb:mt.
The lamentable scarcity of ,officers and
the large number of reerults and of un-
stilted men necessarily put aboard the
new vessels as they have been commis-
sioned has thrown• upon our officers, and
especially on the lieutenants and junior
untiSitril labor and fatime. and has
gravely strained their pewees of endur-
ance. Nor is there sign ist any immediate
letup In this strain. It must continue for
some time longer until more officers are
graduated from Annapolis and until the
r
eeciits become trained and skillful in
sal tansies to which they are of necessity sub-
fames which entitle them to the onavud;ring
t nks of ell who realize the disteartening trials
upon the development of our war fleet the
conduct of all our officers has neen
and junior grades in particular have dis-
played an ability anti a steadfast cheer-
their duties. In these difficulties incident
Balite to the service, nnd the lieutenants
'Mere is net a cloud on the horiron st present.
There seems nat the anemic chance of trouble
wine • foram power. We meet earnestly hope
that Ibis s:ste of thine* may teatime. and tite
way to imam its continuance is to preside for a
thoroughly rile-ant navy. The relent to main.
tan latch a Stacy wouhl Mille trouble. and if
Wattle pew mead Maur" diriater. Fattens wif
ante sr•niry er vanity ormlentsightednies re•
Nest to enemy for denier el lath eolielt and
al.k..1 in such a net ton as mum snd pad sspert•
ppm len Moen Met ewe Welty in refusing to
recorrese ur prepare foe any eosin Is mown" is
auerreiliol by a awl tondo of li)storlval
fear one. the erode bas setunly arrived.
,t11,,.....flyretzi.tuesprosop.f.fIfIft:
of our people sal the Increatang smithy uf the
beams, el the reentry.
The retelists of the petemes amartment for
the noel ienr ending June ea hat amounted to
selestetelle, an inerease itaelensaao over
the Imogene yese tie largest increne known in
the biome of the metal maim. The mammal,
of this Inemaps will beet smear frsm the fat
that the entire metal receipts fur the year 1e641
tainotinted to hut MI,514,M7.
Rural free delivery service Is no hunger in the
experimental stage. It has become • fled malty.
TM results following its introduction have fullyjustified Me comees in the tato appnariattons
made for its estabe.hment and eats:mien. The
average yearly interam in Menotti' remipts
the rural distrists the country is about 2 per
cent. We are now alum by sequel results. to
Mow that where rural free delivery Bermes iiss
been earth:bet to such an extent as to enable
us to noire comparimns the yearly increase has
been upward of le per cent.
CM -Nov. 1, Mee HMSO rural Me delivery
routes bad been otaiaidad and were in operation,
revering about one-third of the territory of the
United States manna fer rural free delivery
service. Tame are now sesiting the action of
the depsomerst petitions end applications for the
entshiniument 10.74S salitional mutes. This
Mows conelueitely the want which the eetablish-
meet of the service has met end the need of fur-
ther extending it es rapidly as passible. It isjustified both be the anancul reeves and by the
practise! benefits to our rural population; it
brings the mai who live on tne into close
relations with the active business world; it keeps
the farmer in natty Mitch with the markets; it is
a pmentisl educational fermi it enhanes the
value of him prepertv, makes Una life far
pleasanter and Ism it...lease end will do much to
cheek the urekensble turreist from country to
city.
It is to lie hoped that the commas will make
libersi appropriations for the continuanee of the
service alrestly establehed anti fur its further ex-
ten1;eivr'n'stibecte of more importance have been
taken up by the conerees in recent years than
the Wm.:oration of the seamen of nationally aided
irrieadon for the arid regions of the far wet.
A ;mod begeneing therein has been made. Now
that this maim of national iregstian has been
adopted the need of thorough and et emetic forea
protection will grow more rapidly than emir
throughcut the public land mama
Legidation sheuld le provided for the protec-
tion Melte game and the wild creatures tomer-
ally on the ferest reserves. The senseless slaugh-
ter et mine wheel tan by judicious protection be
pernmently preeemed on our national rewnres
for the people es • whole, sheuld be stopped st
onee. It is, for instance. a serious mum against
our national good same to perrnit the preeent
practice of butchering off seat • stately and
hfuesutiful mestere es the elk for Its antlers or
easks.far as they are available for agriculture and
to whatever extent thce nay be reclaimed under
the national irriestion law, the renuining public
lands should be held rigidly for the homMuilder,
the mune who lives on his land, and for no one
else. In their actual um the deem land law,
the timber and stone law and the commutation
clause of the hemestasi law have been es per-
verted from the inientien with which they were
everted to permit the orli of la rue
areas of the public domain for hter thanf sieftfulel
ment. Meaner, tie approaching tabatetion of
the public ranee" I.as of late led to much dig-
cussien as to the beet manner of using these pub-
lic lands in tee west which are mime'. chiefly or
only for grazine. The mond and scaly develop-
nmnt of the west apends mon the building up
of le I therein it• te of our prosperity as a
•
thereto, in direct defiance of Die law farbkkitsgthe maintenance or cerenusti.e ,f an,' •11.•11 unlawfal it...insure of putlic • . '
reasses ttere hes been iiit 
...,
meth int losuref in the past, le - .
now boon giuen the trospaw,s, ii,,I a I Vie o
Four"... at the cot:inland of tit goverr.ment witilhereafter be mai to put a slap such tr iiirre,..o...
In view of the iyi.dtal importitase of ins. ttem I commend dere to the earnest conetirs -.
of the consreirs, site if Me mamas nude ente
mete in dealing aith them froM lack of thormaghknotiledge of the subject I recommend eat pro-
seem be made for a coineriseion of estert• ape-
<rally to investigate and resale upon the cone
pleated questions involt id.
1 ewe:sally urge upon the emit/rem the need ef
wie. Lagialation tor Alaska. It is ant to our
cr-shit as a nation that Alaska,. which has been
ours ter thirty-ase years, ramie in ill hare &spoor
a system ef laws as Is the ism. No country has
s mere valuable ptemeden in Mineral wealth, inMamas, leis, Mimi,. and alm tin lead availablefur certain kinds of farming aed stock growing.It is • territory of meat size and varied re-
mources, welt fitted to support it large perinandlart
reputation. Alaska meta • plod land law and
suit provisions for Isom meads:me preamptiens
ma will enseurate p• Imitate . settlement. We
stinted shape legelation witii a View rot to the
eseleiting and Mentioning et Die territory, lento the building up of homes therein. The landlaws shoule be liberal in type. iso as to hold out
Panne:mins to the actual settler whom we mpis
.1. ere en se.. take 1,0OMMOti of the cousitry. TheMeets of Alaska should be protected, and, as •
seconaary but atilt important nutter. the game
also, and at the same time it a imperative thatthe meters should he snowed to eat timber, un-der preper regulatierte for their own use. Laws
elicited he enacted to protectethe AlaNksn salmonMamie, against the greed which would destroythem. They Mould be present-4 as • permenestindialry and fool ntHily. 11.1r tranaietnent.
•ild touter)! ahead! he turned over to the C011itMill.
sins of HA and fisheries. Almet Mould ham •delegate in the muerte". It would be well if •
tonan-oiiiinal conalUittee could iti.it Alaska aadintestigme its needs on the grimed.
li• dialing with the Indians our aim should betheir eitireate slemptIon into the body of marpeople. let in maim resell this absorption must
end should be very iiii,w. In portions of the In-dian Terrieory the mixture of blood has mune on
at the tanis time with proem, in wraith and
elueation, se tied there are pieley of men with
varying degrees of purity of lielian eteed who
are alisolutely indistincuishable iii point ttf email,le.liticel and economic amity their white
equality, se try to terse melt tribes teo fast iv
Lou,
sasociales. There are other oil s which have asyet made no perceivitile Elva toward such
to prevent their going ferwerd m •II. Moreover,the tribes live tinder widely diateent conditions.%here a tribe las made consi.leruide advance and
lives on fertile framing mil it irepoevible to allotthe Members lands in sevcraltylmuch as is the
caw welt white settler,. There, are other tribes
wiiere filch a coulee is not dmirable. On the
arid prattle lanai, the effort should be to inducetie banns te leed pastoral rather than "triadtural hues acid to permit them cto settle in vil-lages rather than to force them ieto isolatioa.
Ma large Mann acrools situated remote from
any Indian rewriation do a etedial and peculiar
week ef great importance; but, excellent theme
these are. an itnnien.ee amount of additional work
mum te done on the reservations theinselvee
wrong the old, and, above all, &Meng the young
, Indian&
1 The first and most important 'Step toward the
: abeoretien of the Indian is to teach him to earn
, hie lining, yet it if not neamarify to be mourned
; that in sate community all indigos must LK-f,Ille
either Mars of the soil er stock raisers. Tbsirindustries nay properly bet divereined. and thoseI who show FiX.Viiti destre or adeptsbisity for indus•
' trial or even commercial purseim should be en-
muraged so far as pramicuble to:follow out each
, his own bent.
I Every effort sheuld be made tii develop the In-
- dim) along Me lines of natural imtituide and to
encourage the existing native ineustries peculiar
to certain tribes. such as the Carious kinds ofbeeket weaving, canoe Melding, (with work antiblanket work. Alcove all. the Indian bois me
girls should lie given confident cernmand of col-
loquial English and Mould maintain, I* prepared
for a vigorous struggle with the tonditions under
which their people live rather than for immedi-
ate steerption into eome more highly developed
community.
The officials who repreeent tbe government in
dealing eith the Indians work udeer hard condi•
tions and also under conditions ivhich render it
easy to do wrong and say Mame to detect
wronr. Consequently they should lie imply paid
on the one hand, and on the oth--r hand • par•
Ocularly high wanders' of conduce should be de-
manded from them, and where mieconeuet ten be
proved the punishment sestet be eampary.
In no tepartm.nt of governmental week in re•
cent years ins there been greater suceme thanin that of giving scientific aid to the isneieg
population. therelm showing them' bow num effi-
ciently to help thennelies. Met. is no need ofinsieting uPan its importanee. foe the welfare of
the farmer is fundamentally necessary to the
welfare ofehe republic as a whole. In addition
to such wink as quarantine ameba animal and
vegetable plagues. and warring amend them when
: here introduced, much ettieient help has been ren-
dered to the farmer by tee introduction of new
plants specially fetid for cuter-Won under the
;menhir conditims matins in digteent portions
ef the country. New cereals have been estemiehei
in the setniatid mint. lor instalte, On precti•
rigidity of prelim-Me the Met Mee. c I mestroni
shoes in regime of an manual rainfall of only
ten Indies nr thereshetit las been comlueterly
tirmenontol. Through Ie. iterothe 'ion of sew
rhea in houielatia and Tenas the prottuation of
riee le this reentry lias tins made to shout equal
liss Mime demand. In the southwest the Ire/obit.
ity of ultra...jag tiVer•Iiii 11,1 range lentil tool been
a maim nest foragedemonetrated; in the Worth
ilopt have been intrelueel, while, in the esa it
les leen Mown ilea Genie of ourmiluie•st fruits
tan le elem.! anti phlegm! in such a way as to
Sad a patentee market aliraid. .
I train reeienme lid I '. the Caseate., rentriderm
tem of the tonsreas the plans of ehe timitleonlsn
institution for mating tee gunmen meter its
arthatrili: i';'smti'ethnYaincfaitilt7alman'.1a",a1-ny'l Ve°cresrpar ittrf tinhge
vanneing mem of men, but re the animals of thie
continent Meth. like the buffalos will anon be-
mire fealties utiles@ speeimene free% which tbeir
representatives nay he renewed are sought tit
their native regions and rosintaincd there in
"I'lletoty. !Sherif% of Colombia is the only pert of
.
seer territory in which the natieral government
exercises local or inunieipal functions end where
in easequence the stncrament hal a free hand
in reference to certain tyre of social and me-
eerie leitiastien which num be es- ntiallr local
or munieipal in their character. Ma goternmeM
shined fee to it, for instance. that the hysisnic
and sanitary lecalation affecting Washington is
of a high claret tie. The evils of slum dwellings,
whether in the shape of crowded end congested
ft;.in,..mnezt,ufhlouserwveririsi,tricte,r orff toed( twee rta,wcic uapileine
Washington. The city Mould be • 111(Wiel in every
respect for all the cities of the reunite. Tb•
charitable and entree:Meal gym ma of the Dis-
trict should receive c•otriderstion at the lands of
the emigress to the end that they, may erntody
the resign of the newt viveneed thought in these
fields.• Moreover, while Wasitinetoseis est • great
inductrial city, there is scene indintrialem here,
and oun labor legielation. while it ;vested not be
important in itself. might be nage a model for
the rest of the nstion. We Mollie paes, for in-
stance. a wine emploier's lialelity act for the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and we need Foch an set in
our navy yards. Railroad colopar.lis in the Die
tact ouglit to be riouired by law 19 block their
I from.. '
! Sla safety appliance law. for ttie better pro-
tection 'of the lives ene limbs oh railway em-
, pleyees. which if SA paillicli in leral, Went into full
I effect on Aug. 1, 11011. It has resteted in svert•
• ing thousands of camaities. tisperience shows,
teereser, ths nemesia' of additional arislation
to perfeet this hots A till to provide for this
pawed the armee at the last DeuEion, II if to be
...betmelf!h:t seme such measure woe now- be en-
rol, us a growing tenaency to provele for the
publication of masses et documents for which
there is no matte docent.' and fer the playing of
whiehlthere is no real necsssity. flume numhers
ef weenies are tunnel out by the srvernment
Wing prewes for which there is nal justification.
. othing Mold,' be printed by any ef th, dt pie-
miaelnueud, 
aunntii-"theita7nitnr",.inecostilndetwfhiinkifir efs.,,pn.irngt:t.nceunft
aiwn very materially on all the printing which
it has now become customary to erovide. The
excessive cset of government printing is • strong
argument against the pseition of Mose who are.
inelined on abstract mounds to adequate the gov
ferment's doing any work ahich cen with pro-
priety le left in private han1s.
Utetifiing proerets has been made during the
year in the extension of the merit si' cm of mak.r
ins appointments in the goverr.men le•ri lel.. li
ili..U:<I be extendsd by law to the D etrict of Co-
ltman. It is much to be desired test our con-
sular si.stem be eitablisheti by law on • basis
promeing for apprattment and promOMion only in
conservence of proved fences.
Throush a wine provision of the conerees at its
eat mesion Me ntitte House. which had tecome
disfigural byeneongrumis re damns and changes.
isi sow teen natured to what it wns planned to
la by Wathineton. In making the. restorations
the titneet care bas ',ern exercised to come as
near as pomible to the earl/miens aed to supple,
trent those plans - by a careful niely of such
buildings as that of .the haver-My „of hireinie,
whistr was built by Mermen. Me M-hite House
Is tit, property of the nation, and :RP far ss is
compatible with living therein it sbould be Med
as it originally wag. for the same ?teems that
we keep Mount Vernen as it ortainalta wee The
stately simplicity. tut its arcluitectum is an ex-
foreman tsf the Miiara.-:er Id the Mooed in whirdt
it was built anq is in accord with Ile pnrisms.
It Was &libelled in f.'rve. lt fs a COCA aing to
preserve sech lei lid itial as hir,ini num intents
which ksep alive our sense of continulty vvith the
nationes past.
The r•perts of the several eit-cultire stemart.
giants are submitted to the saner, r with this
conumunimeien. TIII:ODORE ROI MEVEI.T.
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The Thief...
...of Beauty
Is Captured by Readlrield's Regulator
Thousands of young verinsen an awaking to
the lsct that nhentrel manliness lots been stolen
•Nsay and in-teed of glowingeheeks, bright eye.
and smooth brows, tie tell tale wrinkles of pain
Sara t • hen the place of these former charms.
These seethe waming feelings I V. tired
and exhausted In the morning, no Me, no anti,
tion to enter upon their former pleasure", ',it
able, cross, d i,coursged, tlull headaches, general
fee.ing,•!eepless nights, cold feet, poor
cireuhation "bearing down.- pains. All these
•yrntitorns indicate de-ranged and weakened or
) gins. Shattered nerves and exhausted energies
foileW the weakened condition of the female
omens meagrely as night follows day. Save
yourself front more terrible results, redeem your
Youth by taking
Bradfield 's
Female Regulator
The most strengthening, Invigcrating, men.
strata' regulat, In the world.
It relieves ainful menatrustIon, profit*, men•
strustion, obstructed menstruation, Infiarnms•
tion of the vagina, displacement, inembranol
mtarrh, IIR•ouineSS, headaches, el cetera.
Beauty of face and symmetry of form Sr. the
result of the use of these health limp*.
Of druggists 111.00. Our book, Perfect Health
foe Woman', mailed from
THE sa•nrtICLD REGULATOR CO.
0 ATLANTA, GA.
• . , • • ess 
`‘....2-e- eve.
A BROOKLYN BELLE
Pe-ru-na Promptly
Saved Her Life.
ss Alice O'Neil.
TINA? IFROPLI SAT
THREATENED WITI1
CONSUMPTION,
Miss Alice O'Neil, 812 Adams street, Brooklyn, N. T.,write.:
"I cannot say too much in favor of Perna& Ahom!a year ago I was completely worn out. had a Strionscold and a hard cough which seemed to be In danger ofaffecting my lungs. If my system had been in a stronge
..„ Mon It would have been much easIertbrow off this cold, but I could not seem to 
e 
y relief until! took Peruna, and 1 mu 
a
that It did the work thoroughly. Witrtiweek I could see a wonderful Improvement,nd I took Perim' four weeks and am in perfecthealth now."
ALICI3
Athens PiMoilenti GO a limmody kw All Mamas* of Winter, Couglill•
Colds and Catarrh.
Ths• PRO= cures catarrh, coughs, colds, M well known to both PotIssilkwat profession end the people generally. It is undoubted]: Les meetpoptalar randy for this Glass of diseases Ps tydr*rrni Akira tr,et followingIselsest
las-eurea Ceres a Cold at tn. °stmt.
-InasI. M. Isaacs, Armstrong, Pe.,
Vies-Ftusideat of the Fortnightly Club,
wettest
oNo one who has teed the comforts
Perms brings would ever be without it.
limed to dread the slightest cold, as its
nansequenese were so lengthy and so
mitplemant, and the catarrhal condition "From representations to me andwields Invariably followed so hard to my own experience I feel Justified Inpi Adel, bat Awes I have known of the recommending your Peruna to any andbleasedl relief secured through the use of an persons suffering with catarrh,
reftem, I aim free fT0111 all this unpleee• wervousneu or stomach trouble& I111111sese and mitering. sward It as a vest toile and rolonfr
"A few doses never fails to cure me
of a cold and I keep well through its
tule.”-Miss E. IL lasses.
Hon. W. J. Farman, ex-member .of
Congress from Florida, writes from 1428Q street, N. W., Washington, D. C., as
follows:
for such afflictions. I, and others lb
whom I recommended it, are using
it now with beneficial results."..
-.W.
J. Furman.
If you do not derive prompt and satis-
factory results from the use of Peruna
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving •
full statement of your case, and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad-
vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Flattnian Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ohio.
JUDGE HAMAN NOT IN RICE AND
FOR MD, BECKHAM FOR GOVERNOR
SAYS HIS ELICIBILITY IS
CERTAIN.
GIVES. AM INTERVIEW.
Favors State Primary and
Predicts For It Great-
est Success.
(Special to New Brat
HENDERSON, Ky., Nov. 28.-In
as interview here this morning the
Hon. Malcolm Yeaman set at rest
the rumors that he would be &candi-
date for the Democratic nomination
for governor. He will not be in the
race.
In reply to the question, Is there
any probability tbAt you will enter
the race?" he replied: "None what-
ever. Some of the local papers have
mentioned the matter, but what has
been maid was not of my. procure-
ment. I have not now, and never
bare had, the least desire to become
a candidate for the office, nor any
desire to be brought into notice in
that connection, net even a wish to
start the report in order to get a
chance to deny it, and you needn't to
deny it now unless you want to."
"Well, what do you think of the
mos for governor, generally?" "I
don't know much about it. I am for
Mr. Beckham. In the part of a term
that be has served, he has made an
ezeellent governor, has shown good
NAP:ma t, been careful, contieient-
load and wise in all of his official
sets and has made U0 mistakes.
He bas been tried and shown him-
self worthy and competent. The ex-
perience he has bad and his knowl-
edge of the business C•3nnected with
the office would be of great service to
him and to the state should he be
elected. to a full term."
-What do you think of his ellgibil-
FOR EVERY
kimour
Price $1.00
COTICITRA SOAP, to cleanse the olds
of crusts and scales and soften the thick-
ened cuticle, CIFTICURA OINTMENT,
to instantly allay itching, Unlainran-
nen, and irritation, and soothe and heal,
mid CIITICITRA RESOLVENT PILLS,
to coed and cleanse the blood. A SINGLE
SET of these great skin curatives la
often sufficient to cure the most tortur-
ing, disfiguring, itching, burning, bleed..
tag, crusted, Duly, and pimply skin,
scalp, and blood humours, with loss of
Sae, when all this fails.
Millions of People
7,1IR CVTOC1711A So•P, asstated by CyricuRA
Cnsmanirr, fur preserving', purifying, and
boodIfying the skin, for cleansing the scalp
of craw, 'cairn, and dandruff, and the stop.
istms of falling Mgr, for softening, whitening,
aides's/Ma( red, rough, and sore hands for
babLirldWeitichifigs, and chafing*, and for
all palpates of tbe toilet, bath, and num.
GM Minos, of Women use CUT1CURA SoLP
1D OD IMMO of baths for annoying 1 rrltatto
lmilinnassidlimaa sad eitoorlathona, or too free
ad stillminlell personates, in the form of
winhat bar alserstive weaknesses, arid for
=trismaillos, antiseptic purposes whichinitireat themselves to women.
OPTI11111111 EntotAmer Pu.ea (Chocolate
lift • saw, tameisse, odorless, ern-
ie 
we for all other
for Me yrated liquid
bannier is. is screw.doses, price Ne.
Ournellia
11.
ity. a questios, at some of the other
candidates hah-raised?" "I; don't
think there is any difficulty on that
score. I am satisfied he is eligible.
Should he be elected the question
will never be heard of afterward."
"Well, what do you think of a pri-
mary election to select a candidate
for the offices?"
"I have from the first been in fa-
vor of a primary, would at least like
to see it tried one time. I believe it
would avoid some of the evils that
seem to be inseparable from state
conventioes."
"Is the expense an objection?"
"No. There can't be any doubt, I
should think, that good, reliable
Democrata can easily be found in
each voting place who would be
willing to give a few hours' time for
one day to the good of their party
and state, without being paid for it.
The difference between the time that
would have to he given the precinct
and cmnty conventions, and the
time that wo.ild have to be given to
a primary election, is so small that
it is hardly worth considering. I
predict that if we should hold one
state Democratic primary, we will
never have anothei State Democrat-
ic convention, except in relation to
presidential elections. And I don't
snow any reason why county and
district primaries, where they are to
be held stall, might not very well
be held ou the samo day as the pri-
mary. It would reduce the number
of elections and reduce the cost per
candidate, if there is to be any cost."
Native of Hopkinsville.
A San Francisco paper contains
the following notice:
Davis-In this city, November 21,
Charles D. Davis, belored husband
of Maria Eva Davis, and beloved
father of Dade Davis, a native of
Hopkinsville, Ky., aged 37 years aud
10 months. A member of the Frater-
nal Brotherhood No. 611.
Friends and acquaintances and
brother members are respectfully in-
vited to atteed the funeral Sunday,
November 23, at 10 o'clock, from his
late res.dence, 520 Jones street, be-
tween O'Farrell and Geary. Inter-
ment Cypress Lawn cemetery, by
carriage.
K. OF P. OFFICERS.
An Election Held for the En-
suing Term.
At the last regular meeting of Ev-
ergreen lodge No. 38, Knights of
Pythias, officers for the ensuing year
were elected as follows:
G. A. Payne, C. C.
C. M. Hill, V. C.
T. F. Collins, Prelate.
Herbert Haydon, M. of W.
W. C. Wright, K. of R. and S.
O. H. Champlin, M. of Ex.
C. L. Daniel, M. at A.
W. D. Ennis, Trustee, Long Term.
A. M. Coleman, Inner Guard.
Will Collins, Outside Guard.
Coes With Forbes & Bro.
Mr. Sandy Byars who has been
with E. W. Henderson & Son for
several years has resigned his posi-
tion with that firm to accept a posi-
tion with Forbes & Bro. as salesman
in the hardware and seeds depart-
ment. Messrs. Forbes & Bro. are to
be congratulated on securing Mr. By-
ars efficient services as he is one of
the most popular and capable sales-
man in the county.
Favorite Family Remedy.
Frequently accidents occur in the
household wl.ich cause burn, cuts,
sprains and bruises; f.ir use in such
eases. Ballard's Snow Liniment has
for many years been the constant
favorite family rented,. 26c, 50c and
$1. at C. K. Wyly's.
COURT OF CLAIMS
MAGISTRATES MEET IN
MONTHLY SESSION
Reports of Road Supervisor
and Special Commis-
sioner Received.
From Saturday's dall y
The November meeting of the fis-
cal court of Christian county was
held yesterday. All the members
were present and Judge Fowler pre-
sided.
The report of Road Supervisor T.
J. McReynolds showed that during
the month he had expended $2,186.09
oe the county roads.
Squire S. G. Buckner, revenue
agent and special commissioner, re-
ported that he had collected from the
Louisville & Nashville railroad $6,-
508.16, franchise tax for the years
1896 to 1901, and after deducting his
commission of 30 per cent. he had
paid over to the county treasury the
sum of $4,566.71. The report was
formally ttecepted.
Two men who had erroneously
paid poll taxes were refunded their
money.
After allowing themself $3 each for
their services, the magistrates ad-
journed.
Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
Immediately relieves hoarse croupy
°laugh, oppressed, rattling, rasping
and difficult breathing. Henry C.
Stearns, druggist, Shullsburg, Wis-
consin, May 20, 1901: "I have been
selling Ballard's Horehound Syrup
for two years and have never had a
preparation that has given better
satisfaction. I notice when I sell a
bottle they come back for more. I
can honestly recommend it." 26c,
50c and $1 at C. K. Wyly's.
Union Services.
The pastors of the churches of the
city are arranging for a number of
union services of which fuller an-
nouncement will be made later, as
follows: Christmas services at the
First Presbyterian church; watch
night serviced at the Methodist
church; the week of prayer at the
Disciples church.
Estray Notice.
Taken up as an estrav by Lewis
Dulin on his farm about two miles
south from Hopkinsville on the Pal-
myra road one small black bull melt
with some white about its flanks, ap-
praised at three dollars and fitty
cents. This 10th of Nov. 1902.
14-it S. 0. Buckner. J. P. C. C.
1
HARVEST OF DEATH,
NORTH CHRISTIAN NON°.
-GitAb'RRIAN IS DEAD.
Mrs. Chloe Williams Copes
Passes Away.—Necrolog.
ical Notes.
From Elatnroay's daily.
Mr. Reden Long, aged ninety yeals
the last of a family of fifteen chil-
dren, died last night at his home
near Crofton. He was one of the
best known men In North Christian.
He was a member of the Christian
church. Funeral services will take
place at 4 o'clock this afternoon, and
the remains will be interred in the
family burying ground.
Prof. and Mrs. Aaron Williams,
formerly of this city, but now living
In Guthrie, have received news of
the death of their daughter, Mrs.
Chloe Williams Copes, in Texas.
Mrs. Copes was a women of charm-
ing personality and her loss is keen-
ly felt by the family and friends.
--
Mr. NADI Williams, of Manning-
ton, died yesterday. He was sixty-
nine years of age. The remains will
be interred today at olti Petersburg
burying ground, limier the auspices
of the Masonic fraternity.
Mrs. Susan West died at her home
near this city Thursday night et a
complication of trouble-et, aged • even-
ty-thrte years. She was a member
of the Baptist church.
You Know What You Are
Taking.
When you take tirovels Tasteless
Chill Tomic because the formula is
plainly printed on every bottle show-
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinine
in a tasteless form. No cure No pay
50c.
TALMAGE
SERMON
19
By Rev.
FRANK DE WITT TALMAGE. D.D..
Pastor of Jefferson Park Preshr-
tertan Caurch, Chicago
Chicago, Nov. 30.-In today's sermon
Rev. F. De Witt Talmage utters words
of counsel to parents and children from
the text Proverbs rex. 17. "The eye
that mocketh at his father and desphe
rib to obey his mother the ravens of
the valley shall pick it outAnd the
young eagles shall eat it."
Horrible is the Solomonic word pic-
ture. The gibbet, the stenchful corpse,
the skeleton prctruding through the
torn and mortifying flesh, the feathered
gormandizers banqueting upon the car-
rion, the clanging, rusty chains holding
aloft the putrefying mass- these are
the theme of my text. It is a warning
to all boys and girls, as well as to all
grown men and women, that filial con-
tempt Is never justifiable in God's sight.
No matter what our parents may do or
say, we must always respect and honor
them, because they are our father and
mother. If we ever allow ourselves to
despise them, then we shall incur the
anger of God, who by one of the Ten
Commandments explicitly enjoined that
parents be honored by their offspring.
And with that command public opinion
Is fully in accord. The son who dis-
honors his parents is despised In his
life, and his very memory is gibbeted
by public contumely after his death.
He is held up to public scorn and deri-
sion, as were the ancient robbers and
state criminals, whose heads used to be
stuck upon long poles and for weeks
exposed to public view from the top of
the arch of London Temple Bar until at
last all the flesh disappeared and noth-
ing remained but the bleached skulls.
But though God denounces children
who despise their parents, no matter
how heinous the parental sins and
shortcomings may be, yet ris I begin to
study my text in its connection with
other passages of Scripture the more
I find that many of the most common
filial sins can be traced back to paren-
tal sins. Some years ago, upon the
Holstein ranch in California, three lit-
tle orioles were taken from a nest and
confined within a birdcage. No sooner
was this done than the mother bird ap-
peared and tried to liberate her young.
Falling in this, she flew away and
brought to her incarcerated babies a
sprig of the deadly larkspur. In a few
minutes those three fledgelings with
foaming mouths lay dead in the bot-
tom of the cage. If the mother bird
could not free her young, then she pre-
ferred to kill them. How often, alas,
have human parents seen their off-
spring in a captivity to sin to which
death would have been preferable, and
the saddest reflection they can have is
that this captivity Is the result of the
moral poison they have themselves ad-
ministered. By thoughtless mistakes
and culpable negligence they may have
Inspired their children with a contempt
for tbemselves which has been the be-
ginning of an evil life, ending in spir-
itual death.
I shall try this morning to enumerate
some of the shortcomings and sins into
which oeglectful and aelfish and sinful
parents have fallen In their dealings
with their children. I would enumer-
ate those parental sins because the in-
spired author who penned the words
of my text is also the Solomon who
wrote that If consecrated, gladly parents
would train up a child in the way he
should go, e-hen he Its grown that ma-
tured child would not only be loyal to
his earthly parents, but also to his
Heavenly Father.
Parental Partiality.
All parents, in the first place, should
show their children that they have no
parental favorites. They should prove
that all the children as individuals have
an equal share of a father's and a
mother's love. They should convince
their boys and girls alike that no one
child occupies a larger area in the paren-
tal heart cells than every other child, for
when a child begins to feel that the fa-
ther or mother does not care for him as
much as the rest of the children that
child Immediately begins to despise that
parental partiality. Love feeds on love.
And yet there are thousands upon thou-
sands of homes in America in which
you would not have to visit more than
two or three days before you could.
while there, tell which was the favorite
son or daughter. That child will per-
haps be better dressed, as old Jacob
aroused the jealousy of his other chil-
dren by buying for his favorite boy, Jo-
seph, a coat of many colors. That child
will have a better room in the house
than the other children. Ile will have
more 'mending money; he will be al-
lowed to do what the other children are
not allowed to do. On the other hand,
the child which is not the parental fa-
vorite will often be shoved into the
background or sent away to the coun-
try, as Jesse sent his youngest son, Da-
vid, off to tend the sheep. It is easy
enough for parents to any that they
have no favorites, but the words of the
lip do not always correspond with the
facts of the life. At nearly every fu-
neral of a little child which I have at-
tended in my pastoral work I have
heard a statement like this made by
the side of the white casket, "It is too
bad the little one was taken. She was
her father's or mother's favorite." Now
before God today I declare that no par-
ent has a right to have a favorite child
- no favorite unless that child Is a
born idiot or en invalid or one who
should be cared for and guarded the
more carefully because of his or her
helplessness. The fraternal hatred ex-
Ntioir between lOsau and Jacob can be
ammasammallaele11111111111111111"
DON'T LISTEN
To what people say when they would
discourage your hope of exchanging
womanly weaknete and sickness for per-
fect health. Women who have been
invalids for years, scarcely able to be rip
half the time, and SUS-RECRUITING 8T A-the other half of
their time spent in TION TO BE OPENEDbed, have been
made healthy,
hearty women by
the use of Doctor
Pierce's Favorite
Prescription. It
cures the womanly
diseases which un-
dermine the
strength. It es-
tablishes regular-
ity, dries weaken-
ing drains, heals
Inflammation and
ulceration and
cures female weak-
ness.
AFTER SRDIERS
'With pleasure I
seed a few lines to let
you know that I feel
much better than for
eight years before tak-ing your ' Favorite
Prescription,' writes
Mrs. Pierce Geise, of
ara West Philadelphia
Street, York, Penn's.
Will recommend Dr.
Pierce's medicine to every person who may in-
quire as to what it has done for me. 1 was
troubled with female weakness and began to
think I would never be well. 1(1 had continued
the treatment prescribed by my doctor I don't
know what would have acorn, of me. When
your treatment was commenced my weight was
tat Ilm.; at present it la tea. Have healthy color
and my friends is I look well. My best (hanks
to you and my best wishes too, for what you
have done form,'
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
women strong, sick women well. Ac-
cept no substitute for the medicine
which works wonders for weak women.
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
too3 large pages in paper covers, is sent
free on receipt of al one-cent stamps to
pay expense of mailing osly. Address
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Accepts Call.
The Rev. Roger L. Clark, pastor
of the Christian church at Crofton
and Calls. hes accepted a cell from
tho congregati in of the Mayfield
Christian church.
He Found a Cure.
R. H. Foster, 318 S. 2d Street, Salt
Lake City, writes: "I have been
bothered with dyspepsia or indiges-
tion for 21 years, have tried many
doctors without relief, but I have
found a cure in Herbine. I recom-
mend it to all my friends, who are
afflicted that way and it is curing
them, too. 60c at C. K. Wyly'm
directly attributed to Isaac's favoritism
for his eldest son and Itebekah's favor-
Rime for her younger boy. And many
and many .. home is broken up today
because fathers autl mothers will per-
aist in she -sing preference for one child
at the expeuee of the affection they
ought to show for their other children.
Parental favoritism has caused
many it boy or girl to be skeptical
of a father's or a mother's love-the
same kind of skepticism which, in
India, a little girl had who a few years
ago made a slgmmiticant comparison to
an American missionary. In India a
daughter is supposed to be of such a
low order of creation that some Mo-
hammedan priests assert that women
have no souls and no hereafter. And
so one day when this little girl was
trying to describe God's love for her
sex she said, "Why, It Is the small-
est love in the world, if It is a love!"
"How small is that?" asked the lady
missionary. "Oh, very, very small."
"But how small?" "Why," answered
the young Indian maiden, "the love of
God for us women is as small-it is as
small as the love my father felt for me
on the day that I was born." May
God never allow you, 0 father aud
mother, to inatill such a distorted
Idea of parental affection into any
child's mind and heart on account of
favoritism for some of your children
at the expense of the others. May God
Inspire every one of you to teach your
boys and girls that each one of them
has a full measure of your love! May
God inspire all parents to treat all
their children alike, with the eseeption
that they should be a little gentler and
more thoughtful of the child who is
sick, or is (-rippled, like Mephibosheth,
who was lame in both his feet!
Irrnatiap to Servants.
Allowing the servant girl to take the
place of maternal and paternal com-
panionship can truly be classed among
parental sins. I would not for an in.
Stunt either say or write one word
which would wound the feelings of
thousands and tens of thousands of
young women who have consecrated
their lives to the noble calling of nunte-
girl's work. Some of the mightiest
men of the ages have testified that
they would never have been what they
were hut for the self sacrificing love of
their nurses, who not only rocked them
to sleep when they were tired, but also
started their little feet in the paths of
rectitude and piety. The Earl of
Shaftesbury declared that the greatest
Inspiration for a true religious life was
Instilled into him by the faithfulness
of Ills Christian nurse. The mighty
potentate, the late Alexander III., the
czar of all the Russia*, honored the
faithfulness and the devoted love of
his nurse. Surrounded by the grand
tlukee of Russia for three long miles
he followed afoot after the hearse
which carried the mortal remains of
that dear friend through a blinding
snowstorm out to the Royal mauso-
leum of St. I'etershurg. And as the
dying French soldier, writhing under
the surgeon's knife, cried out, "Doctor,
cut a little deeper, and you will see
pictured upon my heart the face of the
mighty emperor." so, many of us, if
we cut down into the hearts of the
faithful servants who have watched
over us in our childhood, could there
find our own faces, because the hearts
of these faithful servitors beat with
love for us.
But though many of our household
servanta may be to us and to our chil-
dren as the Earl of Shaftesbury's
Christian nurse was to him, yet no true
father or mother can afford to delegate
the physleal, moral and religious train-
ing of their children to servants, no
matter how faithful and true those
servants may be. No woman can take
the place of a true mother by the side
of the crib. No man can do for the
boys what a consocrated father is able
to do whon he is faithful to the trust
which Cod has given to him.
Oh. man, studying the debit and
credit sides of your ledgers, counting
up your hundreds of thousands of dol-
lare and carefully watching the mani-
fold details of a vast wercautile enter-
prise, which taxes your physical and
mental energies to the utmost, you
may think you have no time to ex-
amine into the details of how your
thirteen-year-old eon spends his weekly
allowance. But you ought to take that
time. On account of that parental neg-
lect you may live to regret the day
that you were born and also the day
that your son was born. Oh, woman,
you rimy think this is the age for the
emaucliention of your sisters. In pride
you way listen to weekday lectures on
woman's rights and Shakespeare and
sculpture anti art. You may consider
It a great social opportunity to be able
to join a curd party one afternoon and
go to a tea the next afternoon and be
the equal and the associate of the so-
cial queen.s of our most prominent
cities. But no social nor worldly hon-
or ought to be great enough or impor-
tant enough to entice you away from
your nursery, so that you must dele-
gate the care of your children to a
hired servant. Parental neglect is not
in God's sight n simple misdemeanor.
It is a sin-a burning sin--which may
not (ally destroy the spiritual life of
the child. but impair also the eternal
happiness of the father and mother.
It Is a sharp two edged sword which,
with one stroke down and another
stroke up. can destroy not only the
rose, but the bush which gave it birth.
Lack of Discipline.
Lack of nursery discipline can some-
times be claimed among parental sins,
or, rather, mistakes. We vvouid not
like to call the actions of a too in-
dulgent parent by Belch a harsh word
as sin. Yet Solomon, who wrote the
words of my text, gave the parental
mistakes of overindulgence even a
harder definition than that of sin. He
said, "He that spareth his rod hateth
his son, but he that loveth him, chas-
tetieth him betimes." In other wor'e
we have a right to make by this
monition the idayle deduction_ that It
Clarksville, Tenn.
Our friends will now find us at time
QUEEN CITY WAREHOUSE,
located between the Arlington Ho-
tel and the Postoffice, opposite the
Court House. We have this fine
warehouse property arranged for
selling
Loose Tobacco On
The Floor.
\Also, provided under same roof
with comfortable free quarters for
_Men and tennis. We furnish Hhds.
for hand packing tobacco to he ship-
ped to us, upon application. Wagons
loaded with tobacco received by ef-
ficient and polite clerks at all hours,
day or night.
We expect good prices for tobacco,
believing that the high prices at
which lugs, trashes and all lower
grades will sell, insures good, all-
round averages. Good and fine
grades always take care of them-
selves.
This system of selling, the more it
Is patronized, the more competition
it will create, resulting in higher
prices by concentrating upon the
floor the general demands to bid for
it.
Good handling will show for itself
and reap its reward as it has always
done.
All are invited to make us a visit,
examine our house and system of
felling. Respectfully, tf
KENDRICK & RUNYON.
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are the only make in the world with p • si Pfecise
models f or every possible' • .d of figure. the Erect
Form you can secure pc.!czt ease-doubie as much service
and an absolutely exact tit. There are over fifty different
styles. The Erect Form follows your own contour-it does not
press upon the bust or abdomen,hut gives a graceful effect to
the person by keeping the shoulders in a straight line.
[root Form 973 and 701 For medium figures . $1.00
1-a0
2.00
Croat Fero 974, ',Mile 31:XlVe bur made of fine °ORD
treat F•rm 1510 liroroved, for average figures .
Croat Fermin* In trat:ste. For developed figures.
hu•." I.OftIL over hips and abdomen
Enact Form 111112 Fir stout figures. Long over
men :.rd
[root Form INDS For full figures—long hips -
(root Form 570 For medium fig-ures. In
1.50
2.50
3.00
he 9-1 - - - Ler
Ghe )tlehest Erect Form Ca,,, here bag Mo.
She °nip proper model for the este tight skirtStyle 711. at 112. Style 713, at $4
At all dealers If yeArs canem supphi ye. MeAli0111 Oh 11.4. mad fermod price e
Weingarten Bros., 377.379 Broadway, N.Y.
Soothe. cOpet take tht ploe R. 1-re,t f mu. Au eye iv, snare.
MEYERS'
!KIL-KOLDi
TAtiLICTS
comers, irea by ^ beet... Serer.
So ewe • fokl 'as ime,
A Csarsri.,1 (.re I • I :,14. en.
1:3,17 r.••,. • 1.1 Slats'', • nwary
511105, Its CENTS
eseassee .5.151. use ii, "
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MEYER'S
cis
KIL=KOLD TABLETS
Ha..: a cold worse than you do. They stop a
ct igrl and keep it stopped.
Cure Gni, Peadsche and Malaria, too.
25 Cents
at your druggist's. If he can't supply you,
send price to
MEYER'S MEDICINE CO., 260-266 W.Broadway.
Enlistments Wanted for En-
gineer, Hospital And
Signal Corps.
Sergeant Frank Tompkins of the
Louisville Recruiting Station will
open a sub-recruiting station at
Hopkinsville from Dec 3rd to Dee.
17th, 1902 with headquarters at the
office of Dr. John W. Hamad.
Enlistments are for the engineer
corrs, hospital corps and signal
corps.
Applicants must be between ages
of 21 and 36, of good habits and ohar-
acter and speak, road and write the '
English language.
An excellent opportunity to young i
men with trades to enter the 'Ingle-
neer corps is offered.
Brumfleid-Seay.
A quiet hotne wedding took place
at the homo of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Elkin, on College street Wednesday
evening at 6;30 o'clock, Miss Jusie
Seay and Mr. Sam Brumfield, of
Hopkinsville, were united in mar-
riage in the presence of only • few
friends and the immediate relatives,
by Rev. R. R. Acree, of the Baptist
church. Time announcement of the
marriage will be quite a surprise to
their many frienes iii this city. bliss
Seay is a pretty young lady who is
well known here. Mr. Brumfield is
a young busidess man of Madison-
ville Ky. The couple left for their
new home on the 7:47 train the same
evening. - Clarksville Leaf-Chron-
icle,
• father will not make a child learn
to obey him, then he is very apt to let
a child learn to despise him.
I used to be very harsh in my con-
demnation of parents who were over-
ludulgeht and would not compel obedi-
ence upon the part of their children.
But the older I grew the more lenient
I became In my criticism of this evil. I
have found out that the invariable
reason why most parents are over-
lenieet with their children la because
they have a family plot in which they
have buried some of their little ones. It
Is on account of the little pale faces of
the dead that they shrink from causing
tears to flow over the rosy cheeks of
the living. "It is all well enough for
you. Mr. Talmage, to Kay that I ought
to be stricter with my children," once
said a member of my church, "but I
have already buried two of my babies.
and I am living in constant fear that I
may have to bury may other two. They
are all that I have left"
But, fathers and mothers, though
you may have buried two of your chil-
dren. remember that you are not just
to the living unless you teach them the
laws of filial obedience. A disobedient
son invariably means a willful, way-
ward, selfish, petulant, unbalanced and
God defying man. An undutiful daugh-
ter generally mean, a quick tempered.
sinful, ungovernable woman, who will
ultimately despise and trample upon all
pure love. It was because Queen
Agrippina laughed at her little, willful
boy, Nero, who doubled up his tiny
fiats and struck at her, that she was
compelled to live to see the day when
the queen mother would have to bare
her flesh for the fatal stroke of the
royal hirelings who came to do the
bidding of a murderous son. Some-
times the unkindest act that a parent
can do to a child is to give to the boy
or girl a sugar plum when that child
ought to have, according to the Solo-
motile advice, a good, sound thrashing.
The sts of Hypocrisy.
Hypocrisy is the most awful of all
parental sins. No matter what the
father or mother may do, as long as the
child can firmly believe that his par-
ents are living consecrated, godly, pare
and noble lives, that child is bound to
the foot of the cross with bands of
steel, but when the child believes that
his mother and father are leading hypo-
critical lives, .pretending one thing to
the world and living another kind of
life at borne, as a rule, there Is very lit-
tle temporal or spiritual hope for the
child. Bad parents generally have bad
children. The sins of those fathers and
mothers are visited upon the children,
even to the third and fourth genera-
tionsSometimes the reverse of this rule
seems to be true. Good parents, also,
for awhile may seem to have bad chil-
dren, but if you will carefully study
the history of different Christian homes
you will generally-aye, I believe al
ways-find that the children of conse-
crated, godly parents who have trained
them up In the way they should go
will always turn out right, while those
hypocritical parents who do not train
up their children right will ultimately
have their children turn out wrong.
Good aid Dr. Alexander of Princeton
college once preached upon this text:
"Train up a child In the way be should
go, and when he is old he will not de-
part from it." He preached to prove
that nearly all the sins which men and
women practice can ultimately be traced
back to wrong parental training or totbe
hypocrisies of parents who have lived
In the home a religion of sham. After
the sermon was over some of Dr. Alex-
ander's friends said to him: ''Professor,
It is absurd for you to preach a sermon
like that. If what you say is true, then
you yourself have been living the wrong
kind of a Christian life or else you her
net trained your children as you shouiu
have done. You know, doctor, that
your boy Dick is one of the worst boys
In all Princeton college. He is as wild
as wild can be." "Oh," answered the
good old doctor, "you did not hear my
text aright. My text was, 'Train up a
child in the way he should go, anu
when be is old'- Dick is not old yet
Just wait awhile, and the boy will come
out all right." Dr. Alexander spoke
the truth. pliA did come out all right.
In a few years he not only gave his
heart to God, but he went to New York
city and entered business as a Chris-
tian layman, and long after his hon-
ored father had pillowed hi. head In
the dust Richard Alexander, the wild
Princeton student, wielded a mighty
Influence fgt. God and for heaven. So,
my friends, today, as Christian men
and women, we must realize that the
whole future destinies of our children
are largely dependent upon us. If we
live consecrated, godly lives and train
up our children in the way they should-se
go, they will alio become consecrated
Christian men and women, and if we
are hypocrites and do not train tbetn
as they ought to be trained then our
children wiJi also turn out wrong. Bad
parents have bad sons and daughters;
good parents produce good children.
There is hardly an exception to the
rule
Tim Effect of Example.
Parental examples and training in-
variably reproduce themselves in the
lives of children. There is a beauti-
ful story told of a noted king in the
far east who was about to take a
journey into a remote part of his king-
dom. Ile therefore sent ahead of him
a trusted minister to build for his royal
mestere suitable palace where the king
could lodge in the far country. When
the royal courier reached the remote
part of the kingdom, he found a plague
raging there and people were dying
by thousands and tenet of thousands.
So, instead of taking the money from
the royal treesury and spending it for
bricks amid stones and mortar, the royal
messenger spent it for bread and medi-
eine. With it be dug graves and
buried the dead. With it be bought
clothing to protect the living. And
when the king came and found what
his messenger had dose, instead of
GHOS '
Science who is the true Jack the
Giant Killer plays also a more important role
as Jack the Ghost Killer. Year after year
science lays a certain number of ghosts which of
old time have haunted the paths ;of life and gib-
bered warnings of disa.ster which have paled
healthy cheeks and chilled warm blood. Has not the
young woman seen that hollow-eyed, sunken
-checked
ghost of broken-down womanhood', who walks seekingher oldtime health and beauty, and moans perpetually,
"lost! lost!" 
•
Science has laid that ghost forever. It used to be a part
of a woman's creed that she was born to suffering; that wom-
anly diseases must in general be accepted as a curse laid uponher, and that walking in the very path which nature ordained,
she must perforce sacrifice health, and beauty to love and duty.Science in the form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription has long
ago disproved such a theory, by curing the womanly diseases
which undermine the general health and which make the cheekhollow and the body thin.
"I had been a sufferer from inflammation of ovaries for six years, anddoctored with good physicians, receiving only temporary relief," writes Mrs.B. W. Starkweather, of Despatch, Monroe Co., N. V. "For nearly twoyears of that time I had falling of uterus and general female weakness. InDecember last I was obliged to go to bed, and suffered everything for aboutten weeks. The doctor said the only help for me was an operation, so myhusband wrote to Dr. R. V. Pierce for advice. He advised my taking his' Favorite Prescription.' I did so and could see a change after taking threedoses. In about three days I was sitting up in bed, and in a week's timeI had my clothes on. Am getting better all the time, and I have not feltso well in years—thauks to Dr. Pierce."
Weak and sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce byletter, free. All correspondence is held as strictly private and
sacredly confidential. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.If you are led to the purchase of "Favorite Prescription" be-
cause of its remarkable cures of other women, do not accept a
substitute which has none of these cures to its credit.
Ii
Ole
COMMON SENSE
 
is the key note of Dr. Pierce's famous
work, the Common Sense Medical Ad-viser. The book contains more than one thousand large pages and issent FREE In oloth binding for 31 one-cent stamps to pay expense ofmailing ONLY. For paper covered book send only 21 stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo, N. Y.
lien. He said: "Oh, faithful servant,
you have builded for me a palace. You
Mandell tt in the hearts of my people.
You, have builded its white walls out
of the tombstones which you have
erected over the graves of the deed-
You have jeweled it with tile tears
you have wiped away. You have made
my palace echo with the sweetest Of
songs; for those songs are the echoing
sobs which you have stilled." So, like
the king of old, who sent his messen-
ger into the far cuuntry. God se ids us
forth as parents on a most Important
mission. By our example-s and self
sacrifleing love, we are to !mid the
palace of purity in the hearts of our
children. What we do invariably de-
eides bow oar children shall live' and
die, it decides their eternal welfare.
The Influence of noble Christian par-
ents upon the livte of their children
cannot be described better by rue Is'
closing than by telling the history of'
my old home, the home of my boyhood!
My father and mother had a large
brood-we were seven. I never knew
any one of those seven children to have
more imlulgence than the other?. Each
had the full measure of a parent's love.
When troubles came to that home, and
many troul-les did come, we always
found that father and mother had a
divine strength given to them to bear
those troubles. Way back In the dim
past, long before Ewan born, they had
set up the family altar. I was carried
to that sacred altar when so young
that I sometimes used to fall asleep
during the prayers. My father and
mother were not bound together so
mueh by ties of law as by unbreakable
ties of love. The first question father
always asked when he entered the
home was, "Where is your mother?"
The first question mother asked when
she came home was, "Where is your
father?" They were side by side at
the merriage altar. They were side by
side in the Christina training of their
children. Hand in hand as partners
they spread two tables for their chil-
dren. The one was for the sacred com-
munion of family worship; the other
was the dining table, where we chil-
dren were taught to love one another.
Christ was asked to sit at both tables.
That parental influence in the home
of my childhood was a blessed one. In
my college days I used to cherish the
hope that that influence might be con-
tinued In my own home by the earthly
presence of my father and mother,
who I hoped would pass the twilight
of their lives by my own fireside. But
God willed it otherwise. On Aug. 5,
1895, the death angel came to summon
one of that living twain. On April 12,
1e02, the some messenger came and
called the other: They have passed
Into the glorious presence where duty
well done receives its reward. To me
is left only the hallowed memory of
their wise and tender training, which
will remain with me an influence and
an example to the end of my life. By
my oven experience I commend to you.
0 fathers and mothers. this duty of
parental care and solicitude. May God
help you to perforni it so efficiently
that when you pass from earth into
the glories ef ben vu n your children
may rise rp to call you blessed. May
God answer this prayer eif an anxious
father to keep us one and all Crow
eoturnittin%; the parental sins 'which
everywhere beset us and which so
easily may destroy us and jeopardize
the eternal welfere el our loving, trust-
ful chile:rem
(Copyright. 1902. by Loubt leach.]
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This signature is on every bon of tbe genuine
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet..
Um remedy that cures n cold In ooe day
Kendrick
& Runyon
FisfourLiVer'
you have heacaciies, tong-r.e is coated, -. -Atd brezr:e:vibo
tyour 
1,".i.tfle con-
stipated, bad taste in tht month? It
not all of these symptcms,
ythoeunr sloicivmere. of them? It's
is a
natural
vegetable remedy:
containing no mineral or
narcotic poisons. It will correct
any or all symptoms, make your health,
appetite and spirits good. At druggists, 50 cents.
• 
Dr. DeHAVEN.
i MAKE A SPECIALTY el NERVOUS DISUSES.
of sse easel Oldtelipsio.
I have been ea Hy moccasin' in the treatment
ierve 
1 not only cure Nervous troubles but I can pint 15
to 30 pounds of waken on a thin delicate woman or
man in 3U to 90 days. I can develop the lungs and
enlarge the cast 3 tofu incJnem is MO to 90 dz.! atm
Spinal and Nervous diseases of children.
Headaches, Chronic Cansdpatioa and Chronic Ca-
tarrh disappear forever under this @pod& treatment
In addition to my own eapsal treat/mast I use so
the modern ayntems of cure, Mediate, Osteopathy,
Electricity,Superheated Air, Scientific Feeding, Nam-
ing, etc., etc.
Thu, treatment is given rely in my Office and Sae-
itanum. Beet of accommodatione tor out.cii-towe pa-
tients. CA11 or write tor further inhalation,
Dr. FREDERICK DeRAVEN,
Physician, Surgeon. Ostemetk.
Office, 819 Fourth Ave„ Louisville, Ky.
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rwr BEST AS TIM CWEAPC.ST
Seven experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his line. We arenow in our new home N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut streets. The finestand best arranged school building in the South. Visitors always welcome.School open all year. Students can enter at anytime.
714eodetwly E. J. WRIGHT. President
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tRELIABLE DEMOCRATS -
FOYAt DECAPITATED
hAmtle
BY REPUBLICAN MAJORI-
TY IN FISCAL COURT.
!HIGH HANDED ACTION
POWDER
Absolutely Pure Appointive Officers Ousted
MERE IS NO 51185TITUTA to Give Partisans Jobs.
WATER, NOT OIL
Result of Shooting Well In
North Christian.
The members of the Sand Lick De-
velopment company which recently
shot the oil well near Crofton bare
about given up their hopes of reap -
Mg any reward for tSeir money and
efforts spent in the undertaking as
the flow of gas has greatly diminish-
ed and there is no show of oil yet.
However, it few days ago a cistern
on the farm of Mr.,Adams, two miles
from the weU, all at once began to
gash a large stream of water and at
last reports it was still flowing. It
is supposed the exploei.in of the
nitgoglycerin in the oil well caused
the break in the cistern.
A TEXAS WONDER,
Hall's Croat Discovery.
One small bottle of Hall's (=rest Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel. cures dia-
betes, seminal emissions, weak and
lame backs, rheumatism and all ir-
regularities of the kidneys and blad-
der in both men and women, regu-
lates bladder troubles in children.
If not sold by your druggiat will be
sent by mail on receipt of $1. One
small bottle Is two mouths treat-
ment and will cure any cane above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole
manufacturer. P. 0. Box 729, St.
Louis. Mo. Send for testimonials.
Sold by all druggist's and T. D. Arm-
stead
READ THIS.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 7, 1901.
This is to certify that I was troubl-
ed with kidney and bladder di/lames
for three years and found nothing to
relieve me until I tried The Texas
Wonder, Hall's Great Discovery,
which has given me positive relief
and I think a permanent cure.
JAS. M. HIPKINS.
Coy. Beckham In Lead.
A special Frankfort ilespatesh to
ttfis Louisville Post says:
A feature of the gossip that is go-
ing the rounds since the primary call
Is the increased number of politicians
who admit that Gov. Beckham is
far and away the strongest candi-
date in the field for the gvbernational
nomination.
A number of men who held a year
ago that Beckham had no show in
the world are now grudgingly ad-
mitting that be has the beat of it,
with the machine and the people
both behind him, and that he will be
nominated easily.
.4 well known politician likens the
Governor's race to the United States
senatorial race of last winter, and
says that Beek ham figures in the
scramble as McCreary did in that
race.
Mr. Beckham came into office with
many enemies. and there has been
great disaffection on Capitol Square
between friends and advisers
of the executive and several other
politiana But those who are
most violently opposed to the Gov-
ernor's selection of political allies on
Capitol Square have to admit that
he has made a conservative govern-
or, and that if he has been influeuced
in his conduct of the office by advis-
ers then the advice must have been
fairly sound, since be has acted with
discretion in most instance*, and
barring the Alvey pardon matter, in
which the pressure was brought to
bear from Louisville and by the par-
ty leaders instead of by Frankfort
politicians, he ha. made few
"breaks.''
Among the rank and file of the
Democratic party respect r Gov.
Beckham hits grown wi he past
year, and today he is. e Even-
ing Post predicted that he
would be, the a candidate
for the notninatio
The eligibility q n is not ser-
iously considered e ept by interest-
se politicians, who hope to make
capital of it.
Saves Two From Death.
"Our little daughter had an almost
fatal attack of whooping cough and
bronchitis," writes Mrs. W. K. Hay-
hand, of Armonk, N. IC., "but when
all other remedies failed we saved
her life with Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. Our niece, who had con-
sumption in an advanced stage, also
used this wonderful medicine and to-
day she is perfectly well.- Despee-
throat and lung diseases yield to Dr.
king's New Discovery as:to no other
medicine on earth. Infallible for
coughs and colds. 50c and $1.00 bot-
tles guaranteed by Anderson & Fow-
ler, J. 0. Cook, L. L. Elgin. C. K.
Wyly. Trial bottles free.
-
Broker Doilies' Report.
Hopkinsvilla, Ky.. Dee. 2. 1902.
Editor New Era.-
The market for the past month has
ruled firm with fair sales out of a
small stock of medium, good and
fine tobaccos. There is but few
lugs and common leaf left on sale.
Lucie.
Corn .5 to 594
Med .  ISS to 6
Good .......... 6 to 6%
War 
Corn  ..634 to 73i
Med ...... 
-TX to 8%
Gast . klito 10
The buyers of the new crop have
been riding for past three weeks and
sales made at 5 to 8 cents for crop
around Loose. Planters are very
firm and slow to sell owing to small
crop.
Public sale of loose tobacco to he
made Thursday on the floor by R. M.
Wooldridge & Co. Yours truly
M. D. Bosley'.
Takes New Position.
Mr. Charles S. Jackson has resign-
ad his position with Forbes & Bro.,
sad today eutered upon the discharge
411 his duties as merctary and treasu-
rer of the new Planters' Hardware
.
ILLECAL IN SOME PARTS.
Yrom Wednesday's doll!.
Ker-chunk!
With dull, sickening thuds the
heads of all the Democrats holding
offices uuder appointment by the
fiscal court fell on the political block
this morning. The cleaver was
wielded by the Republican magis-
trates, mightily assisted by County
Judge W. T. Fowler and County At-
torney Otho H. Anderson.
It was done in a monotonously
simple way, md each Democratic
official was led as A sheep to the
slaughter and was like a lamb dumb
before the shearer.
Besides ousting the Democrats
and electing a set of Republicans the
offices of the supervisor of roads.
treasurer and revenue agent were
abolished.
The orders made provided that the
new officials enter immediately
upon the discharge of their duties.
The officers who are the victims of
the action are as follows:
S. (I. Buckner, revenue agent.
T. J. McReynolds, road supervn
sot.
J. Walter Knight, county treas-
urer.
W. T. Vaughn. workhouse mana-
ger.
F. P. Thomas. county physician.
Lucian E. Barnes. delinquent tax
collector.
The hot haste of the Republicans
to put their kinsmen and
friends in office wa s a gen-
eral surprise and characteristi-
cally high handed, even refusing to
allow attorneys of the men to be re-
moved to present the law in the
matter.
After decapitating the Democrats
the following Republicans were ap-
pointed:
George U. Clark, workhouse man-
ager.
Henry C. Meyers, poorhouse keep-
er.
Andrew Sargent, county physician.
Ed Clark, delinquent tax collector.
Davis C. Cranor was elected spec-
ial commissioner of roads, and Lem
R. Davis was elected revenue agent
and special commissioner to collect
taxes omitted to he assessed in the
customary way.
The proceedings were cut and
dried.
The various orders removing the
Democrats had been typewritten.
Squire Clark, father of the man elec-
ted workhouse manager and uncle of
the prospective delinquent tax col-
lector, offered each one which was
read by County Attorney Anderson.
The order provided that the incum-
bent be removed and discharged
from his position and that it be de-
clared vacant, and that the order
purporting to elect and kusoint him
and fixing his compensation be •'re-
pealed, annuled, rescinded, set aside
and declared to be of no effect."
First Mr. Buckner was ousted.
Then Supervisor McReynolds went
to the block. •'Order 234" abolished
his office. Next Walter Knight was
fired and by "Order ilk" the office of
treasurer was done away with. Then
in regular order Col. Vaughn, Mr.
King, Dr. Thomas and Mr. Barnes
were separated from -their jobs.
Squire J. E. Ifosely wax removed
from the position of workhouse com-
missioner and Squires Buckner and
Dixon from their places as poor
homes commissioners.
Sheriff Lem Davis was appointed to
act as treasurer. and Mr. Knight was
ordered to settle with him. County
Attorney Anderson was made espec-
ial committee to assist in effecting
the settlement.
All of the magistrates were pres-
ent with the exception of Mr. Garrott
of the Fourth district. When the roll
was called for the vote Judge Fow-
ler and the Republican magistrates
voted unanimously to turn out the
Democrats and put in the Republi-
cans. City Attorney Hanbery ap-
peared as representative of the city
In the matter of the election of a
workhouse manager. He was re-
fused the right to participate in the
SLOW-
HEALINGSOR
Blow healing sores are unsightly, pain.
ful and dangerous. They are a conetant
care and source of anxiety and worry.
Chronic, slow healing sores are fre-
quently the after effects of seem long
debilitating pick nem that leaves the cou.
stitution weakened and the blood in a
polluted, run down condition, when a
scratch, cut, simple boil or bruise, be-
comes a fearful looking ulcer that grows
sad spreads. eating deeper and deeper
into the flesh in spite of everything that
can be dose to cheek its progress. Old
people whose blood is below the standard
and the circulation sluggish, are often
tormented with face sores, and indolent,
sickly looking ulcers neon the limbs that
give them hardly a moment's rest from
pain and worry.
Ordinary sores purif-y the Blood
are liable to be-
come chronic Heal the Sore.
when the blood
is too weak to throw off the geniis, and
poisout. and so amount of external treat-
ment will heal them, but they continue
to grow worse and worse, and many
times terminate in that most horrible of
all human maladies, Cencer.
S. S S. cures slow healing sore• by
purifying and invigorating the germ- ;
laden, vitiated blood and purging the ,
system of all corrupt matter, thus strik- I
ing at the real cause and removiug every !
hindrance to a rapid cure, and this is the
only possible way to reach these deeply I
rooted, dangerous places. S. S. B.
strengthens and tones op the circulation,
and supplies rich.
nutritious blond for
the releuil•ling of the
Constitution and
he•lin...• the sore.
SaiW when you get rid Of
the old plagne spot for all time.
If you have a slow healing, stubborn
sore, write us about it, awl our Physicians
will advise yes without shams. • Desirable building lots for sale.
Ths swift Swift Allasts, lm Apply to John S. Bryan
POWERS CASE
IS REVERSED.
Secretary of State During Taylor Adminis-
tration Who Was Found Guilty of Com-
plicity In Gov. Goebel's Murder Is
Given Another Trial by Re-
publican Appellate Judges.
Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 3.-As
was to have been expected from their
past partisan records in the Goebel
dissented front the opinion of the
four Republican judges.
Twice have juries in the circuit
court declared Powers to be guilty
assassination matter. Judges O'Rear, as an accessory in the assassination
Burnam, Guffy and Dultelle, the :of Gov. Goebel and both times the
four Republican members of the Republieen majority of the appellate
court of appeals, today handed down court has on the most trivial grounds
a decision in the Caleb Powers case granted him now trials. At each of
granting Powers another trial, trial's the jury fixed Powers' punish-
The opinion was written by Judge : merit at life imprisonment in the
O'Rear. and he gave only one reason penitentiary.
for the reversal of the judgment of As soon as the circuit court is offi-
the circuit court-the refusal of cially notified of the appellate court's
Judge Cantril to vacate the bench ' action Judge Cantrill will set a date
on Powers' affidavit. for Caleb Powers' third trial. which
Judges Hobson,Paynter and White will probably be his last One.
December Weather
As Hicks Sees It.
Weather Prophet Hicks forecasts
December weather as follows:
From time 2nd to 4th, inclusive,
cloudiness, with rain and snow, will
pass castwardly across the country.
The cold weather sure to follow the
first storm period of the mouth will
moderate on and touching the 7th
and 8th, barometer will fall, wiuds
will drop around to southerly, and
more rain, turning to snow, west and
north, will pass eastwardly across
the country. On and about the 8th,
general rains with possible lightning
and tbunder southward. are probe-
able. In all reasonable probability
a wide and general cold wave will
spread over the country from about
the 9th to the 12th.
A regular storm period is central
on the 14th, covering the 12th to the
17th. The disturbances of this period
will reach a crisis within forty-eight
hours of the time of the full moon on
the 14th, naturally after rather than
before that hour. During this period
very decided winter storms will visit
the North Atlantic ocean. making
navigation perilous and unpleasant.
In fact, a long and severe spell of
boreal storms and storminess, espec-
ially on the seas and along northern
°meats, will set in about this time
and continue well through the re-
mainder of the month. Very decid-
ed blizzards in the north au 1 wet
will be very natural on and about
the 14th and 15th. Behind these
storms look for a very high barome-
ter, with severe winter gales from
the northwest, and cold wave that
will be felt in varying degrees to the
southern coasts.
All through this part of the month
continued tendency to winter storms
will prevail, but a marked return to
storm conditions, with general rain
and may be expected about the 19th
to 21st. On the 21st these reactional
storms will culminate in possib:s
winter thunder. wind and rain, es-
pecially to the south, but it will be
wise to look for a sudden change to
snow, sleet and freezing, as the cen-
ter of the low barometer works well
to the east.
The last storm period for Decem-
ber and the year 1002 is central on
Christmas day, the 25th. Storms of
this period may have developed in
western sections by the 25th, but
central and eastern parts of the coun-
try will most likely have fair end
moderate weathers Christmas day.
From about Friday, the 26th to Mon-
day, the 29th, rain and snow will ad-
vance eastward quite across the
country, leaving very cold weather
behind them over most of the coun-
try as the month goes out.
election. Towards the last the Dem-
ocratic members varied the monot-
ony of the voting somewhat. Squire
Mosely voted with the Republicans
to turn himself out of his office as
work house commissioner, and Squire
Dixon voted for Col. W. T.:Vaughn ;
for several positions, while Squires!
Buckner declined to vote. Well
posted attorneys say the action of !
the court in at least several instances
was illegal, and litigation may fol-
low.
There is general indignation ex-
cept among rank Republican par-
tisan". It is particularly bad that
the present excellent road system is
to be interfered with, and there is
every Indication that the Republi-
can majority in the fiscal court has
entered upon a policy that is bound
to do untold injury em Christian
county.
IMPORTANT NEWS-
PAPER CHANGE.
---
Henry Watterson's Courier-
Journal Announces a
New Policy.
During three decades the Louis-
ville Courier-Journal has stood un-
alterably and conspicuously before
the public as the representative of
the great commonality of the people
against both the robber baron, seek-
ing through the accretion of ill-got
money to steal away the people's
liberty by stealing away their fran-
chise rights, and the ready-tool of
the robber-baron, the bandit politi-
cian, masquerading as a statesman
and a patriot the better to serve the
ends of his master. In fulfilling this
high functiou it has sometimes had
to go fast and sometimes to go slow.
sometime": to cry "onward," and
sometimes to cry -halt." sometimes
to drive at the root of things, and
sometimes to drive ahead; but never
changing the direction of its move-
ment and always true to the under-
lying principle of its being, express-
ed by the simple demand for "The
Greatest Good to the Greatest Num-
ber."
With the advent of the new year,
that hi on the first of January, 1903,
the Courier-Journal will begin a
campaign from which it looks for
commanding results, and the better
to reach the objects it has before it,
the twice-a-week edition will be
changed to a once-a-week edition,re-
turning to the old Weekly Courier-
Journal, which for a quarter of a
century was literally a political bible
to millions of Americans who knew
they could trust both its prescience
and its disinterestedness.
The Weekly Courier-Journal is
modern in every respect, and is a pa-
per for the home. It is issued every
Wednesday. and its ten or twelve
eight-column pages are filled with
the beet work of the best writers.
The price of the paper is $1 a year, in
advance, and it is well worth it.
By a special arrangement with the
publishers of time Courier Journal
you can get that paper and the Week-
ly New Era one year for only $1.25.
Mother Cray's Sweet Pow-
ders For Children.
Successfully used by Mother Gray,
nurse in the Children's Home in
New York. care feverishness, bad
stomach, teething disorders, move
and regulate the bowels and destroy
worms. Over 80,000 testimonials.
They never fail. At all druggists 26c.
Sample free. Address Allen S. Olm-
stead, LeRoy. N. Y. •
WRECK ON L.& N.
FIFTEEN CARS DITCHED
NEAR PEMBROKE.
From Wednesday', daily.
First section No. 67 south hound
train on the Louisville & Nashville
road was derailed about a mile south
of Pembroke early this morning.
Fifteen cars loaded with coal were
ditched.
The accident was caused by a
broken rail and occurred on a trestle
over Massie's creek. The trestle was
almost totally demolished.
No one was injured.
The track was not cleared until
afternoon and all trains went around
Hopkinsville by way of Guthrie and
Nortotiville. All mail has been de-
layed, not arriving until 3:10 this
afternoon over the I. C.
White Man; Turned Yellow.
Great consternation was felt by
the .fricrals of M. A. Hogarty, of
Lexington, Ky., when they saw he
was turning yellow. His skin slow-
ly changed celor, also his eyes, and
he suffered terribly. His malady
was yellow jaundice. He was treat-
ed by the best' doctors, but without
benefit. Then he was advised to try
Eleetric Bitrers, the wonderful stom-
ach and liver remedy, and he writes
"After taking two bottles I was
wholly cured." A trial proves its
matchless merit for stomach, liver
and kidney troubles. Only 25c. Sold
by Andertvan & Fowler, J. 0. Cook.
L. L Elgin, C. K. Wyly.
It Keeps the Feet Warm and
Dry.
Ask today for Allen's Foot-Ease, a
powder. It cures ehilblains,Swollen,
weating, Sore. Aching, Vamp feet.
At all druggiste and shoe stores, 26c.
Vendome Stock Company.
Aintieement lovers will be delight-
ed to learn that Manager Holland
has arranged for a return engagement
of the Vendotne Stock Company.
The engagement is for one night,
Wednesday. Dec. 10. A famous com-
edy will be preseeted and a packed
house will doubtles greet the com-
pany.
Thousands Rave Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
How To rind Out.
Fill a rottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
Sediment or set-
tling indicates an
unhealthy condi-
tion of the kid-
neys: if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kid-
ney trouble: too
frequent des:re to
pass it or. pain in
the back i.. al.so
convincing proof that the kidneys and bled.
ler are out of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed. that - Dr. Kilmer's Swamp.
co:. toe great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
bask, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and- scalding pain in passing
it, or bad effects following use of liqt.ur,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled ta go often
during the day, and to get up many timss
during the night. The mild and the extra-
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
oest. Sold by druggists in 50c. and Si. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle cf this
wonderful discovery
and a bock that tells
more about It, both sent
absolutely free by mail.
Address Dr. Kilmer & emu of svs.p.iteca
Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing men-
tion reading this generous oiler in this met.
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People Enthusiastic.
Mr. Carpenter, right of way man
for time Tennessee Central, has re-
turned from a trip over time proposed
route to Hopkinsville, for the pur-
pose of securing right of way. He
reports his work very latisfactory
and the people along the line very
enthusiastic regarding the coming of
the new railroad.-Clarksville Times-
Journal.
Buys Cunn Place.
Mr. G. B. Underwood has purchas-
ed Dr. J A. Gunn's place in South
Virginia street. The consideration
Includes the former's present resi-
dence. The property ,adjoins the
'suburban farm recently acquired by
Mr. Underwof d.
Cure Crip In Two Days
Laxative Bromo Quinine removes
Bears Oa The Kind You Han Mem lisset the cause. E. W. Grave's signature
kaatare 
on very box. Price 26 cents. w-efim
el leta
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CAN
ONLY BY
MANIERREYOE SYRUP Co..
CHICAGO-
WitoopcniCo
Wholesale and Retail Grocer.
Don't You Want to
Own Your Own Home
Act Today!
Tomorrow
Never Comes.
Let the South Kentucky Building
& Loan Association help you.
We open series No. 41 now and will
issue a limited number of shares in
this series for investment.
Parties wanting a first-class invest
ment would do well to call and ex
amine oar plans, promptly,before the
inveetmcnt allotment is exhausted.
South Kentucky
Building 011Loan Asso
Henry C Gant, - Pres.
J. E McPherson - Sec
Weekly
Courier-
Journal,
Henry Wattcrson,
Editor.
Ten or Twelve Pages,
Issued Every Wednesday
$ I VeAar.
RPVtql tie Reform.
Social Itefrirm,
Moral Reform.
Best Editorials,
Best Political Articles.
Best *Stories,
Best Miscellany,
Seat Pictu rem,
Best Book Heel. ws.
met poetry,
Best Cb I d ren Palo
Best Home News
11,.st Condenaed News,
Rest Market Review,
Best of Everything.
COU rier-Journa; Co.
Louisville, Ky
By Special Arrangement
you can get the
Weekly New Era
and the Weekly
Courier-Journal
Both one year for only
$1.25
This Is fr canli subscriptions
on1). All subshriptions under
this combitiailon offer must
fie soot li.rough the New Era
office.
•
House Moving
All eersons wanting houses moved
or raised apply to
BENJ. BOYD,
House Mover and House Raiser
Liti E. lit St.. 'Phone DO.
A"(
••• y , •
41.• 
w • .
S. •
The Question Before the
House
Is-will you continue to live in a
house planned by some contractor or
will you have one designed accord-
ing to your own ideas?
I have prepared the plans formany
houses in the city and adjoining
towns. All are acknowledged to be
architecturally correct and artistic-
ally beautiful.
Parties contemplatine • building
should consult with me.
JAS. L. LONG9
Architect.
Office R. & C. Building, Main St.
Calls For Good Dental Work
That aching tooth will not be de-
nied. It may be stilled for awhile,
hut unless it is skillfully treated by
a master hand it will become more
troublesome and eventually lost.
Filling
With gold or amalgam costs $1.00 or
75c per tooth. The gold is recom-
mended because of its greater dura-
bility. Our office is open from a.
m. :") p. m.
Louisville
Dental Parlors,
Summers Building. Cor Court and
Main Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Telephone 16S-S.
Hunter Wood, Huntsr Wood J
Hunter Wood Mt Son,
Attys-at-Low.
(Ake in Hopper Block, upstairs
over Planters' Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE : KENTUCKY.1
SsafrSpecial tentiou to cases inp. et 
DAMAGE BY WIND
BABY CYCLONE SKIPPED
ABOUT TOWN
ililectric Light Wire Broken
11, and Houses Partly
Unroofed.
From Wednesday's daily.
The high wind yesterday caused
considerable damage in several parts
of the city. Two large trees standing
near the fence on Seventh street on
the campus of South Kentucky Col-
lege were blown down, falling across
the street and breaking the electric
light wire. For a time it was thought
the wires would not be connected in
time to furnish lights, but the aces-
dent only caused a short delay.
A large piece of tin was blown off
the courthouse, and a space of about
one hundred feet on the south side of
the west wing of the asylum was Un-
covered. Several residences wen
partielly unroofed.
A portion of the roof of Nelson's
warehouse was blown off. At
Pembroke the top of a freight
car was blown off and into the
Western Union telegraph wires
damaging them greatly and making
the service very uncertain until they
were repaired.
The Postal telegraph lines were
down entirely this morning but are
being repaired.
REM"E"DV CATARRH
Is Sure
TO GIVE
SA1 ISPACTION
Ely's
Cream Balm
Gives Relief at Once
It cleanses, soothes
Cat Lasts the Ms-
t lased membrame. COLON HEAC
It cures catarrh and driv-a tinny t, iun
the head quickly. It ts absorbed. Heals Wfid
protects the MembratiA. 'lie stores t h
Senses of Tait. and Smelt. full Ilse 60c at
druggle ts or Ly [nail, 'Dial size rie by mai
ELY BROTH tr. R.:4
116 Warren St. Now WIC
SENT FREE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S Professional Card s.
Extract of Beef
•••••••••••11•011111011... •••0101...
ACHINC KIDNEYS
Orb:tory troubles, fulpitstkee IA
th9 heart, Constipation and stom-
ach diwir Jen', yield at osee to
Prickly Ash Bitters
It is a marvelous kidsey tonic and systems caeassat,
strengtheus the tired kidneys, helps digeWion, refs
Isles the bowels.
PRICE, 61.00
SOLO Sr ALL DRUGGISTS
R.C. Hardwick, Special Agent.
1902..c.,P40,MILLINERY i.v.da.47411902
I With distinction could not be worn at all by others.
Our customers can rely upon our assistance when
selecting a hat. Only such as are becoming are recom-
mended for purchase. Our experience enables us to
I make many suggestions which add to a lady's style.
The Number and Variety
of 0-Jr Trimmed Hats, Etc.,
Permit a satisfactory selection at any price.
III I
Temple of Fashion,Ninth St. Miss S. B. Hooser.
Cook Book
telling how to prepare delicatE
and delicious dishes.
Address Liebig Co., P. 0. Box, 27l8
New Vol*
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Clearers and bra.n.fies
Promote, • lozurtant
Slaver Palls to Beater* Gray
Bair to its Yoothrui Color.
Com scalp dams. a ban. falling,
fOa and C1.01.0at
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
Dr. Lula E. ( Wham,
OSTEOPATHS.
Graduates American School of Os.
teopathy. Kirksville, Mo. We are
graduates of the two-years' course
(required by all reputable schools cf
osteopathy) consisting of four terms
of five months each. actual class at-
endance.
Office first-house south of Methodist
church. Consultati,in dad exlir.:no-
tion free. Phone 284.
A. C. Layne,
Osteopathy and
Electro-Magnetic
Treatment
All curable dieeaseee successfully
treated, both acute and chronic.Con-
sultation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a specialty.
Office Gist) block corner Ninth and
Main Sts.
FOR RENT-Flys room co
wilt, garden on South Liberty St,.
LH. Price. 441
IG TOY STORE!
I have rented the corner room of Garnett building
formerly occupied by the
Richards Dry Goods Co
A d will put in a large stock of
Toys 0. Xmas Novelties!
Watch this space for date of opening.
JOE P. P'POOL.
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and lots of other good things are to be found in our' •
upper store. •
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MAJESTIC
RANG ES
HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, NICE SERVING DISHES,
SOLID COPPER NICKLED COFFE AND TEA POTS
FINE CARVING SETS, ELEGANT CHOP DISHES
An exclusive selection
plate collector,
CAKE PLATES, TETE A TETC TEA SETS, BEER STEINS,
PUDDING DISHES, AFTER-DINNER COFFEE SETS,
FINE FRENCH CHINA, PLAIN EVERY-DAY IRONSTONE CHINA,
UNBREAKABLE ENAMEL WARE
of ODD PLATES that will charm the
Lap Robes, Stoves,
Cabinet Mantels and
Grates, Tile Hearths,
and Facings.
FORBES & BRO.
Aro'
